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ABSTRACT

This study utiìized a group model with nyocardiaì infarction patients and

thejr families who conpìeted .an ìn-patient cardiac teaching program. The

studyfocusedonhelpingadultslearntoidentifyandmobilizetheir
strengthtowardsamoresatisfactoryadjustmenttothelifechangeevent.
s i gni fì cant pri nci pì es shaped the group. The study' s educati ona l

perspectivehelpedtounderstandnoreabouttheconditionsthataffect
patient ìearni ng '

Two consecutive groups were conducted' Each group was comprised of a non-

random sanple of patients and famiìy members' Each group ran for a six week

period for a total pre and post group time of five months' The total

patient population consisted of six males and one female between the ages of

46-75 years, The tirne post MI ranged from six weeks to 25 weeks' The

family members consisted of six spouses and one chi,l d. The farni.ly menbers

ranged in age from 30-70, Evaluation of the group intervention occurred at

various]evels.Formaleva]uâtionofthegroupinterventionincluded
jndividual learning and evaluation of the group process and outcome'

Learner knowledge, behaviour and attìtude was measured using various tests

and scales. The nrultipl e measures heìped validate the outcomes. Informal

evaluation was based on the group experience and the observation of others.

Descriptive statistics are used to anaìyze the data and the findings'

Thefindingsofthestudyindicatethatpatientsandfamiìymembers
recovering from a myocardial infarction, experìence physical and

psychological discomforts during the convalescent phase' Changes in the

patient also force changes in the functioning of the rest of the family'

There was a clear indicatjon that the heart attack had an impact on the

daiìy ìives of all involved, several short term benefits are noted from the

ìearners participatìon in the educational support group'

The on-going need for information and support are essential for both patient

andfamilymembersfo.lìowingaheartattack.Asaneffectivenediumofhelp
the group can neet many of the individual needs of its members' Based on

the findings, the group experience demonstrated that out-patient pr0grams

are desireable for the overall care of the MI patient'
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PREFACE

Prior to entering the Masters in Social l,{ork Program in September of 1985' I

was employed as a Medical Social Ì'lorker for Seven 0aks General Hospital ' It
was during my invoìvement with the in-patient cardiac teaching team' and

whìle providing direct service to heart attack patients and their fanilies'

that I realized that I knew very little about how people were coping after

they left hospital . Having worked several years at the hospital and on the

cardiac teaching team, I was familiar with the medical facts and the content

ofthecardjacteachingmanua]''HeartTa]k',.Iknewthatillnesscanchange
our perception of ourselves and others and the world around us' I knev'' that

illness and hospitaljzation can bring about changes' But what were these

changes? t,le expected people to change their lifestyìe' but did they? Did

theyretainanyoftheinformationtheyreceivedduringtheshorthospita.l
stay? tihile peopìe generaìly felt quite well when the teft the hospital '
werepatientsandfami]iescopingintherealworld?l.,lheredidfamilies
turn to for support during this time of change and uncertainty? It vias

these types of questions and a number of information conversations with

patients, famiìy members and hospital staff that led me to design this

p racti cun '

I wanted a group experience which would provide greater opportunities for

learning and support for patients and families' It rvas at that point that I

rea]izedlhadlimitedknow,ledgeaboutthelearningconditionsthatwou.ld
affect optinal patient ìearning' I did not know what conditions were most

conducive to learning in a group situation' I'louìd such a group be

worthwhile? l.lhat was involved in forming such a group in designing an

educative program? Did the hospital social worker have a role with the

discharge cardiac patient and their famiìy rnember? I approached the

practicum with a broad interest ìn patìent education' I also had a

conviction that programs which support patient and fanily involvement and

consider theìr perceptions tend to offer significant guides for future

professionaì practice decisions' I believe that a group experience would

provide an opportunity for support and greater learning' I had a number of

eXpectationsfromthepracticumwhichareout]inedinthefollowingpages.
Being as I was enrolled in the sociaì administration stream of the program'

encouraged ne to direct attention to issues of group formatìon' program

design and the impl ications to service delivery in a medical setting'
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FOCUS OF STUDY

I ntroducti on :

The practicum study r{as an attempt to exarnine the educative role for sociai

work in patient education in a nedical setting' Some of the current

educative models and adult learning principles helped me to learn and

understand more about the conditions that affect patient learning'

The intention t{as to util ize a group model with myocardiaì infarction

patientsandtheirfami]iesorsignìficantothers,whocomp]etedan
in-patient cardiac teaching program. The context of the practicum l{as on

helping these adults learn to identify and mobil ize their strengths towards

a more satisfactory adiustment to the life change event. some significant

principles shaped the group and this becomes an important aspect of the

practicum. The group intervention provided an opportunity for individuals

to share thei r reacti ons , responses and copi ng styl es to a common

experience.Peopleatdifferentstagesofrecoveryandreciprocateina
group situation can result in higher ìevels of ìearning and change'

Theintentionofthegrouplearningwastosupplementtheexisting
i n-pati ent cardjac teaching program.

Def i ni ti ons:

Patient education has been recognized in the literature as a

,,sub-speciaìity" of health education. l,,ihile health education takes a globaì

view, encompassing a wide spectrum of health related activities, Patient
education focuses primarily on the patient. The purpose of educating the

patient is to provide the necessary information to the individual in order

for him/her to effectively manage a particuìar health condition. There is a

shifting or sharing of responsibil ity of care among the health care system'

health professionals, patient and family. The emerging orientation of

viewing patients and famiìr'es as valuable members of the health care team

has created a new inpetus for the importance of patient education. social

work has a responsib.iìity to represent and support this philosophy of care.
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Patient education in this practicum is defined as:

"The process of influencing patient behavior by producing changes

in knowìedge, attitudes and skills required to maintain or improve

health. Education rnay begin with the imparting of factual

information but it also includes interpretation and integration of

theinformationinsuchamannerastobringaboutattitudina]or
behavioral changes which benefit the person's health status' Thus

patient education not only invol ves the worl d of medical

scientificfactsbutinitsprocessiscìose,lyinterwovenwith
sociaì and environmental influences." (Fass 1978 p' 75)

I endorse this definition first because it places patient education in the

context of the social model of health which encompasses the psychologicaì,

social and physicaì complexities of human beings and because it advocates a

systematic integrative process based on educational theories and principìes

of adul t ì earni ng.

The foìlowing definitions are provided for purposes of the practicum.

Learning:involvesadynamicequiìibriumbetvieenchangeandstability'
structure and process, content and activjty' Learning occurs over

time and within societal contexts and relationships. (Brundage &

Mackeracher 1980, P9' 2)

Learning to Adiust: means, how have you been doing since the I'lI? 0n the

basis of your knorÀdge, thougtÉ and experience are you

changing the way you've been doing certain things?

Educator: refers to any person assisting an adult to change or ìearn by

actively involving the learner in the teaching process' I have

decided to use the term synonymously with facil itator, instructor

and teacher throughout the report'
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Educational Group: is a group which heìps members to learn about themselves

through didactic presentations, discussion, and

experience. The members are usually bonded together by a

common characteri sti c, experi ence or i nterest i n the

naterial to be learned. The educator emphasizes the

deveìopmental learning needs of individual group members'

(Toseland and Rivas 1984, pg' 19-23)

Educational Support Group: A group which focuses on informational and

enoti ona l needs of i ts members, Reference

abbreviation used in the report is E.S,G.

Myocardial Infarction: is the damaging or death of an area of the heart

muscìe (myocardium) resulting from a reduction in the

blood suppìy reaching that area. Synonymous terms

used throughout the report include heart attack and

MI (Manitoba Health Foundation 1980).

Background to the Probl em

Patient education of the cardiac patient who survives a heart attack is
multi-dimensionaì and complex. Individuals expeniencing the ilìness must

deal with the physical , psychoìogical and social responses to the Iife
threatening event. To each a learning situation such as a group, a patient

brings a number of characteristics related to their abiìity to learn: such

as I ife experience, support network, educational and cul tural background,

their own concept of self, attitudes towards illness and the medicaì problem

which complicates these influences even further.

During the hospitaìization, the patient

cri si s, instabil ity and disorganization'
the most commonly described responses to

can Iimit the learning and adiustment

and family experience a state of
Fear, anxiety and depression are

a heart attack and feelings which

process. (llishnie et. al .1971,
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Haywood & 0bier 1971, Rahe et. al . 1976, Dworkind 1986) Fear often

reflects a kind of generaìized feeìing of uncertainty about the future ie.

possibìe disabitity, threat of sudden death, financial worries, loss of

control , loss of ability to maintain iob and househoìd, participation in

social and leisure activities. The patient feels isolated, hopeless and

inadequate with themselves. They often cope wìth the uncertaìnty and fear

by denying or disbelieving the facts or become a cardiac invalid, highly

dependent on others.

Family and/or significant others may also experience similar anxieties,

fears and frustrations during the hospital ization and recovery.

The cardiac-teaching program at seven oaks General Hospital is a compre-

hensive, formaì, rnuì ti-disciplinary program which has been available to MI

patients and their families sjnce october, 1983. The cardiac teaching team

educates the patient and family about the basic heart physiology, risk

factors, alternate lifestyìe behavior and self care techniques (pulse

taking, activity program). The efforts of the teaching team heìp to recog-

nize the various responses to the illness. The purpose of information

giving is to increase patient knowledge about the condition and help

al leviate excessive anxiety associated }rith the in-hospital stresses (ie.

cìose supervision, heart monitors, transfer from ICU to general ward) '

social work is responsibìe for the psycho-social component of patient

education. The social worker assesses the social situation, hel ping patient

and farnily to identify gaps in their iearning and educates the patient and

farnily in identifyìng and nanaging stress, The therapeutic techniques

involve encouraging patient and fami ìy to actively participate in their care

ie. fornulating questions, clarifying information, goaì setting and

providing coÍmunity resources information and energency relief of immediate

sociaì probìems ie. financial assistance, child care, living arrangements.

social work aìso supports the patient and famiìy by directing the thinking

towards the future and returning horne. The educative roie involves enabling

the patient and family to explore and understand their feeìings and percep-

tions so they nay re-direct their energies to the learning process'
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0n completion of the in-patient cardiac-teaching program individuals are

instructed to call the therapist or ask their physicians if difficulties
arise after discharge. The hospital teaching team does no formal

foì 1 ow-up.

The P rob lem

While the hospital provides what appears to be a comprehensive individua-

lized teaching program to the cardiac patient, there is a lack of patient

fol ìow-up folìowing discharge, therefore minimaì knowledge exists of how

effective or non-effective the in-patient prograrn is. The practicum does

not examine the efficacy of the current in-patient teaching progran but

rather focuses on the gap in patient education services.

The major concerns for this practicum are l) lack of patient foìlow-up

foìlowing discharge, and 2) limited opportunities for patients and their
families to share the knowledge of the experience with other patients who

have a simiìar medical diagnosis,

Given the patient's isolation from everyday life, other patients, and their
pre-occupation with in-hospital stress, the availability of an out-patient
educationaì support group nay facilitate the recovery process.

"When individuals come together in a group setting and their
learning rnotives stem fron individually defined problens and

needs, they tend to use the group to help them reach individual
goals. The end result is individual ìearning."
(Brundage & Mackeracher 1980, pg. 19)

Rati onal e for Study

There is evidence in the literature that claims patients have ìimited
retention of the teaching done in hospitaì because they are primariìy
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preoccupied vrith survival issues and anxious to return home. (Rahe et. al'

1975, Mayou et. al . 1976, Toth and Toth 1977, Scalzi 1980) Issues of

generaì fatigue, irritability, role adiustments, impact on family and the

changes in patterns of lifestyìe are rarely conceivable at this tine. The

hospital provides a protective environment vrhere patients feel generaìly

quite welì prior to returning hone. some of these concerns are more Iikely

to surface when patients begin to re-organize their lives fol lowing the

hospitalization. My findings of the study reaffirm the knowledge that

patients and famil ies have more questions, interest and need for direction

during the first six weeks after discharge. some studies suggest patients

may be more ready to learn and more receptive to teaching during this

period. (Rahe et al t 1973, Hackett and cassem 1975, Scalzi 1980) some

patients and farnilies continue however to cope YJith the impact of the MI

long after the six week Period.

support groups for MI patients and famil ies has been identified as a need by

the Manitoba Heart Foundation, heart attack patients themselves, the cardiac

teaching commitee at seven 0aks Genera'ì Hospitaì and by some of the social

work Directors in the varíous hospitals. No support groups for heart attack

patient and/or families exist in any l'linnipeg hospitaìs'

Practicum 0biecti veb:

l"ly content.ion that an educational support group adiunctive and sequential to

the existing in-patient cardiac teaching program would aìlow for greater

learning opportunities; for better retention of intended professional input:

and thus provide a continuity of care. I bel ieved a grouP situation, which

could help individuals to interact, learn and create alternative coping

styìes for themselves, was an appropriate neans of educating patients and

their families. I had several expectations of the practicum'

My obiecti ves incl uded:

1) To increase rny knowledge of the conditions that affect patient
I earni ng.
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2 ) To gai n i nsi ght and understandi ng of the copi ng and adiustment

styles of MI patients following hospitalization'

3) To become famiìjar with some of the components of group formation

and group development and develop a beginning conpetence in Y{orking

with grouPs.

I conducted 2 consecutive groups comprised of a non-randon sample of

patients and family members. Each group ran for 6 weeks vrith a total pre

and post group tine of 5 months. The group objectives were:

1) To provide a learning opportunity for patients and families to share

their experience and emotional responses to the illness'

2) To faciìitate the teaching-learning process by structuring and

organiz'ingactiVitiesre]evanttotheneedsoftheadultìearnerie.
group discussion, role pìaying, relaxation training'

3) To provide a forum where individuals could formulate, clarify and

articul ate generaì questions and concerns amongst themseìves and

wi th the educ a to r.

4) To increase the individual's abilÍty to cope with the changes

through the patient's and famiìy's learning and understanding of the

i mpact of the disease.

5) To provide continuity of care through a supplementary component to

the in-patient cardiac teaching program.

L imi tati ons

The focus of the practicurn stu y was limited to an educational perspective.

All the findings were exploratory with descriptive statistics, and not the
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result of hypothesis testing or intended to conduct an evaluative research

study. It was not within the scope of this study to discuss cost benefit

i ssues such as prevention, mortality rates, and reinfarctions'

Escalating health care costs have resulted in heaìth care personneì, policy

makers and administrators to seriously pìand and implenent efficient' cost

effective programs. Some evidence in the Iiterature suggests patient

education programs improve the utilization of health care services. (Green

1972, Miller and Goldsteìn 1972, Levine and Britten 1973, Rahe et' al' 1976)

Cost benefit issues are frequentìy cited as patient education goals'

The fol I owi ng chapters deal wi th vari ous aspects of pati ent educati on

related to the educative role for social work in a medical setting. chapter

II presents a literature review of three educative models, a review of the

I i terature on copi ng and adaptati on and group formati on and group

development. chapter III describes the detail s of the intervention and

outl ines the nethods of evaluation. chapter IV presents the findings and

preliminary analysis of the group intervention' Chapter V is a discussion

of the outcomes, chapter vI provides the conclusions and reconnendation for

further development and impìementation of the intervention'
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CHAPIER II

LITER,ATURE REYIET:

The literature review expìored the current state of knowledge of patient

education and the cardiac patient. The three identified learning goal s

provided the focus of my search of the I iterature. The first goal lias to

increase my knowledge of the conditions for educating patients and their
families. A review of some of the current educative models and adult

ìearning principles attempted to understand more about the conditions that

affect patient learning. The literature suggests that foìlowing the event

of the illness and hospital ization, cardiac patients remain concerned about

the informational and emotional issues, A significant number of patients

need an opportunity to discuss these issues as a way of dealing with the

recovery process. support and education of the discharged cardiac patients

and thei r fami I i es has not been routi nely provi ded by heal th care staff '
This practicum study proposed to supplement the existing hospital cardiac

teaching progran. Some ìearning principles were apppìied in the practicum

design to study conditions that may directìy or indirectly affect patient

learning during the convalescent phase following a heart attack'

The second goal was to gain insight and understanding of the coping and

adjustment styles of MI patients and their families following the

hospitaìization. The literature on the psycho-social aspects of heart

disease and recovery fron nyocardial infarction deals with many dimensions

of the illness. Two sources of information were used to meet this goal .

0ne was I iterature on the physical and psychological aspects of cardiac

rehabil itation. A second source of information considered the literature
deaìing with patterns of coping and adiustment styles to ìife change

events.

The third goal was to deveìop a beginning competence in working with groups.

Inforrnation used towards rneeting this goal included the ìiterature on small

group formation and developnent. The literature has identified groups as

having unìimited benefits for both the learner and educator. (Bilodeau et

at 1971, Rahe et. al. 1975, 1976, Baker et. al ., Dracup et al 1983' Brown et

al 1983) Some aspects of group work in a medical setting have implications

for how the patient educator might design the educational intervention to

maximize adul t learning.
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CO}¡CEPTUAI FR¡I.IETORK

The practicum study was designed utilizing some of the literature on adult

'learning theory. Three educative rnodel s, integrating solne of the basic

principìes of adult learning and some common elements of group fornation'

constituted the conceptual framework for this practicum report'

Several approaches to the study of patient educatìon are discussed in the

I iterature. Although the perspectives discussed on adult learning and

teaching styies are nany and varied' there is a general consensus that

patienteducationisaboutìearningasmuchasitisaboutteaching.The
educat'ional modeis can be categorized as follows: 1) the information

dissemination model , 2) the operant model , and 3) the humanistic nodel '1

Each model empìoys an orientation and teaching approach reìevant to its
franework. These however are not mutually exclusive. Recognizing the

individual differences of the adult 'ìearner, the use of different instruc-

tionalapproachescanal]owforflex.ibiìityandinnovationtoenrichthe
teaching-ìearning experience' The nodels will be discussed in the context

of the educative approach, the teaching style, the role the educator and

learner in the teaching-learning process.

The Information Di ssemi nati on Model

The information dissemination model focuses on the cognitive dimension of

learn'ing.Learningismeasuredbyoutcomeon'lyandnottheprocesswhich
occurs that heìps one to attain the ìearning obiectives' l,lithin the

spectrum of heaì th care and the thrust of patient education i s the

assumpt'ionthatpatientsneedtobemoreinformedabouttheircondition
which in turn would improve their compìiance to nedical regimens' The

assumption is that, increased knowìedge can aid in disease prevention and

health promotion. A number of investigators have conducted clinical trial s

to test the effects of various strategies on patient compliance' contrary

to the socratic notion that the right conduct is the result of the right

information, studies indicate that increased knowledge does not necessarily

ensure compliance with treatment regines (Dracup et al 1982' 1983) '
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The information dissemination model is a 'content' model aimed at giving

informat'ion on a specific topic area.2 The orientation of the model is

directive and c onten t- cente red with the focus on the stated obiectives, ie.

improving learner knowledge. The structure is a formal approach v{here the

educator chooses the Purpose and goal s of the program and is perceived by

the learner as the one with the resources and/or information'

Explicit in the information-dissemination model is that the maior task of

patient education is to provide information. Information seeking has been

i dentified in some of the literature as one of the most common coping

mechanisms in response to crisis' (Moos and Tsa 1977' Cohen and Lazuras

1979) The role of the learner is to absorb the information'

A]thoughitmayappearobviousthatpatientsneedandreceiveinformation
about their condìtion, treatment and recovery, studies on physician-patient

reìationships report patients feel nore frustrated and dissatisfied by the

lack of medical information they receive from theìr physicians than any

other aspect of care. Dissemination and conmunication of information about

illness ,remains a troublesome problem for the patient'.3 Patients and

families need an explanation of the situation and some idea of vrhat the

futureholds.AnXietycanbethegreatestattimeofdiagnosisand
prognosis,andanticipationofchangesie.transferfromintensivecareto
a medical ward, discharge from hospital to home' (Baker et' al' 1979)

clear, simple ìanguage about the condition and it's expectations, and

reassuringdiscussioncanhelpa.ìleviatesomeanxietyproducedbyan
illness. (Falvo 1979, Sokol 1983, Spronk 1984) Patient compliance results

have been linked to patient perceptions of the educator and the information.

Falvo (1979) found that the more patients perceived the physician as giving

expìanations and showing concern' the better was patient compìiance'

Korcsh and Negnite $g72), conducted a five year study which found

physiciansweretootechnicalintheirlanguageusedwiththeirpatients.
Theaveragephysiciandidmoretalkingthanthepatientresultingin]ess
opportunity for patient questionning and clarification' Doak and Doak

(1980) suggest that poor cornprehension of instruction is a maior cause of
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failure to achieve a desirable outcome of patient education ie. optinum

health status. They provide suggestions for reducing iiteracy demands which

wouìd improve comprehension. The need for simple language and effective

teachi ng strategi es can be understood vrhen one real i zes that the general

popul ation reads and conprehends verbal instruction at or beiow the grade

seven level . (Manitoba Heart Foundation 1979 Pilot Study)

The information dissemination model assumes the teaching-learning process

involves a diaìogue of interaction betvleen patient and health professional .

The educative approach is a one-way process of either physician to patient'

nurse to patient or a sequential educationaì process: first physìcian and

patient, nurse and patient and then sociaì worker and patient'4

some controversy does exist around the value of information giving

educational strategies, The findings about in-patient teaching are not

clearly defined, l,Jhite et al (1980) and Sivaraiin et al (1983) completed

studies which found limited gains in knowledge of post discharged cardiac

patients. Sivaraiin (19S3) concluded that interventions initiated in

hospitaì had a greater impact on patient's knowledge level than if education

was delayed until after discharge.

Scalzi (1980) found that aìthough in-patient educational prograns did not

producegreatchangesinknowledge.leve'lstheycreateanatmospherethat
encourages patients and fanily to ask questions and reduce anxiety levels.

Education provided in hospital can alleviate anxiety by providing a

real istic account of the I ife event and reducing the area of unknown

experi ences, fears and fantasies'5

Gregor (1983) conducted a canadian study of MI and angina patients. Hè

evaluated the information dissemination method by exarnining the rate that

patients completed a self instructional booklet in hospitaì ' The

investigators found that the environnent, tack of trained personnel , general

fatigue and depressed mood influenced the use of the self-instructional
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booklet, The findings indicated that patients do learn fron an

instructional method. However focusing on the cognitive domain in self

instruction was not the most effective approach to teach adults' The

,,process variables,, such as the style in which the material is presented and

the readiness to learn factor nay be part of the explanation for the reason

why some patients completed the booklet while others did not'

Howeverthereisincreasingevidenceindicatingthatwhenaselected
population of patients with similar medicaì backgrounds and probìems are

provided with a planned systematic educational program they are more

knowledgeableandbetterabletocopewithandfol]owtreatnentregimenmore
adequately than those indivjduals who are not offered comparable experiences

(Linde & Janz 1979, Miìazzo 1980; Barbanowicz et al 1980). "Lectures'

mastery I earni ng and programmed i nstructi on have been found to be

consistentlyeffectiveininfluencingpatientknowledgeleve]sre]atedto
health,,.6 The information however must be perceived by the individual as

meaningful and relevant to their own experience'

,,}lhile increased health know'l edge alone is frequently insufficient
in effecting changes in health behavior it has been shov{n to be an

i nfl uenti al factor i n i¡creasi ng readi ness to undertake recom-

rne nde d health behavior."/

From the discussion of the information disseminatìon model there appears to

be substantjal evjdence that patients benefit from information giving'

Evaluation of learning is a strong feature of the nodel' The questioning

for content is a reliable measurement when searching for evidence of

learnìng. Most studies evaluating patient education and knowledge levels

found a positiYe reìationship between information giving, instruction and

i ncreased knowì edge.

A basic principle of this educative model is the ability to link the

information and organize the material in such a way that is irnportant and

meani ngfuì for the learner.
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someotherprincip]esofadu]tlearningincorporatedintheinformation
disseminatìon model and appl ied to the practicum include:

1) Adult ìearning tends to focus on probìens, concerns, tasks and needs

of the individual's current life sjtuation. The learner processes

the information, generalizes the message and applies it to his own

I ife.

2) Adult learners have an individualistic learning style for effecting

changeintheirbehaviorandanindividualisticcognitivestylefor
processi ng i nformati on.

3) Learning is most effective when

teaching are congruent with the

the need to learn and the mode of

learner's state of readi ness '8

Increased knowìedge and insight are important factors in ìearning to make

informed deci sion and solve probìems. Peopìe, however are more Iikely to

makechangesiftheyarepersona.llyinvolvedintheteaching-learning
process and perceive the information as reìevant. The method of srnall group

discussion may assist patients to understand the information as it relates

to thei r personal situations.

Amajorweaknessofthenode]isthatitsuggestsaunidirectiona.ìprocess
and a lack of sensitivity to the needs of the learner. This content model

is limited to teaching the facts and reìates to the learners abiìity to deai

with information on an intellectual level . It fails to include behavorial

infìuences, external conditions and individual experiences, perceptions'

expectati ons, and val ues whi ch wi I I al so contri bute to the I earni ng

process.
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The 0perant Model

l,lhile the information dissemination model focuses on change in knowledge,

the operant model emphasizes the change in behavior by training.

The operant or behavior change model provides a working framework in which

ìearning behavior occurs. The model is perhaps more relevant to the

structured educational setting where the orientation ìs problem centered and

compì iant behaviorial change is a desired outcome ie. weight loss and

srnoki ng cessati on programs.

The operant model encompasses the more deterministic posture, viewing

individuals as predictable and knowìedgable in scientific terms and is nore

mechanistic in its approach. At the theoritical level , this model of adult
'I earni ng grows out of the forrnal conceptual i zati on of Ski nner' s (1953 )

rei nforcement theory and sti mu l us response theory and Bandura' s (1977 )

soci al learning theory.

Skinner postulates that the occurrence of a given response depends on the

patient's expectation that a certain behavior wiìl yield a particuìar conse-

quence, The patient makes choices on the basis of an anticipated gratifi-
cation of a particular behavior and against the potential outcome of

alternate behaviors. Learning is understood as a functionaì reìationship

between the behavior and the environment. Learning occurs when corect
responses are reinforced in order to shape behavior towards a desired goal,

ie. improved health status'

The educati ve approach of the operant modeì concentrates on i denti fyi ng

behaviorial obiectives and predicting a change based on the educator's

abiìity to manipulate the externat learning conditions, The educator's role

is to positively or negatively reinforce the learner's response and provide

irnmediate feedback about a particuìar behavior. Feedback is given when "the

learner has acted in ways which can be observed by others"9 (ie.) taking

one's puìse rate, reproducing knowìedge through talking and questioning'
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The educator also manages the various conditions of learning.

"Adult learning is facì ìitated when the environmental conditions

reduce di storti on i n sensory i nformati on , compensate for
unavoidable loss of sensory acuity and provide information through

a variety of sensory nodeis and formats. Aduìt ìearning is
facil itated when infornation...is presented in sufficient
quantities to provide for repetitions and variations on themes so

as to allow patterns and distinctions to emerge."l0

The learner actively participates by "reacting to stimul i, rewards and

schedules"1l, Motivation to learn is based on future gratification.
Teaching becomes primarily the manipulation, managenent and "the arrangement

of contingencies of reinforcement" to deternine a desired outcome.12

0utcomes are the need of the I earner to perform a ski I I or possess

competency. Learning and change thus become interpreted as observable

behaviors, implying that unobservable behaviors may be probìematic in
expl ai ni ng the learning process.

Bandura's (1977) social learning theory focuses on the mediationaì processes

of one's perceived abilities to regulate behavior. People who believe they

can have an impact on the outcome are nore ìikely to engage in a certain
activity. Learning is determined by the modeling or symboìic processes'

Bandura contends that all behavior are learned through imitation without

direct reinforcement or identification to a symbol such as a book or film,
He claims modell ing is the principle process through which socialization
occurs and re-learning or "un-learning' certain eating, snoking and exercise

habits can be influenced through the effect of modelling.13 Social
learning involves the relationship betlreen the self generated and external

infìuences on adutt ìearning. Brundage and Mackeracher (1980) state that
"adults learn best in environments which reduce threat to their self concept

and self-esteem. The educator with a positive self concept and high

self-esteem presents a role model which can have an effective impact on the

teachi ng-ì earni ng interaction."l4
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The patients and family's health belief system and locus of control are

important conditions for consideration when designing educative interven-

tions, The assumption underìying most patient education is that improved

health status results from improved health behaviors, determined by one's

beì ief sy s tem.

The health belief model is one framework which attenpts to explain and

predict a patient's readiness to take on a certain belief pattern which

would cause a desired health action. A change or particular health action

wiìl not occur unless the person has the foilowing beliefs:

The person bel ieves that they are at risk for a particular disease

to occur (ie. one bel ieves smoking, a lack of exercise' and stress

at work can lead to a cardiac condition).
The person bel ieves that contacting or experiencing the disease will
have serious consequences on their lives (ie. loss of ìife' loss of

job, pain and discomfort or loss of physical strength).

Persons receive inforrnation or are aware of certain lifestyle
changes that must occur to reduce their risk of reoccurrence of the

disease, (ie.) t¡e belief that relaxation and regular exercise will
heì p manage stress.

4) Persons believe the threat of the disease is greater than the threat

of change or takjng action.l5

If these conditions exist then the individual appraisal of a health related

event will likely cause the patient and farniìy to engage in information

seeking behavior, questioning and adherence to a medical regimen. The

patient ìearns that, in his v'iew, compliance with such a treatment regime or

ìearning self care techniques will reduce the perceived threat of illness.

There i s ampl e evi dence to suggest that bel i efs and atti tudes are

to sone extent the determi nants, components and consequences of

behavior.16-20 Identifying one's health belief system can be usefuì

1)

2ì

3)
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for initial screening to determine the likelihood of a patient taking the

necessary heâlth action. Assessment of one's belief or 'predisposing

factors, can heìp to focus the educative intervention into inducing the

beliefs that seem necessary to change behavior. The predictive value of the

health betief framework investigated by Dracup and Meleis (1982), suggest

that ,,exchanges i n comp l i ance behavi ors may precede rather than fol i ow

alterations of the patient's health belief. Compliance may be a cause not

an effect of health beliefs as suggested by the model '"21

The concept of internaì-external locus of control is described in the

I iterature as the expectancy that reinforcements are either under the

control of the individual (internal) or controlìed by environmental factors

(external ). People basically tend to feel either inner controlled or outer

controlled. Findings in several compìiance studies suggest that internal

people are more ìikeìy to engage in learning activities that promote

physical and emotional welì being.22-24

peopìe who believe in external control perceive health and sickness as

events determined by fate or chance' Cardiac patients who adopt this

attjtude duri ng their recovery have a greater chance of becoming cardiac

inval.ids, highly dependent on the health care systefn, professionals and

family. Lenker and Lorig (1983) found in a study of patients with

arthritiswhoparticipatedinal2hourse.ìfmanagementcourse,that
internal patients demonstrated positive emotionaì status, while external

patients jndjcated a lack of control and had a negative enotional status.

Internal peopìe seem to be more receptive to patient education programs.

McCusker (1979) found some relationship between locus of control and health

beliefs in the aspects of vulnerabil ity to cancer, anxiety about cancer and

efficiency of preventative behavior. For exampìe, internal peopìe are more

ìikely to be non-smokers and are more likely to reduce or change their

snìoking habits in response to educational programs'
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Greene's 'precede,* framework provides a highly focused target for inter-

vention. It is valuable to patient education in a medical setting because

it stresses: 1) the ìogical ordering of data to understand components of a

heaìth probìen and to pìan appropriate interventions; and 2) the preparation

of program and ìearning obiectives to assist ¡¡ith evaluation and the

col laboration of both patient/fanily and provider'25

,The precede framework, suggests a sequential process starting with the

consideration of desired outcomes and preceding to the original causes' The

framework helps to predict behaviors and determine educational interventions

which are most ìikely to affect the behavior through a process of deduction

of the various causes. 'Precede' is based on the proposition that health

behavior is determined by many factors and therefore patient education

efforts shoul d be mul tidimensional . Greene identifies a wide range of

influences on learning categorized ìnto three broad groups: 1) predisposing

factors which incìude individual knowìedge, attitude, values and

perceptions; 2) reinforcing factors which are the attitudes and behaviors of

healthcarepersonnel,farnilyandfriends;and3)theenab.lingoreXternal
factors such as organizational structures, community resources' income and

government po'l icy.26 Consistent feedback mechanisms are essential "if
the adul t learner is to modify his behavior in an on-going way.r27

conceptually integrative with the operant model , the "Precede" framework

helps to establ ish a behaviorial diagnosis, and manipuìate the various

factors that may cause a predicted outcome' The arrangement of these

factorscanincreasethedegreeofchange,predictacausa]effectonhea]th
behaviors and thus on health status.

The operant model can be usefuì for understanding learning in behavioral

terms, The conditions must be such that the environment is controlled'

tasks are specificalìy identified, the ìearner participates in goaì setting

* precede is a acronym of predisposing, reinforcing and enabling causes in
an educational di agnosi s.
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and is committed to follow the procedures. consequences are predictable.

Impìicit in the model is that the responsibil ity for learning lies with the

i nstructor rather than the ì earner causi ng the ì earni ng to become more

other-directed rather than self-directed; an awareness of the individual's

health belief system and locus of control are conditions which may enhance

the I earni ng process'

The model has benefits for research in that an

diagnosis or an educational assessment can

deveìop an individually tailored approach to

gun approach .

analysis such as a behavioral

assi st pati ent educators to
education rather than a shot

l,llhiìe the operant model acknowledges the potentiaì psychological factors it
seems to oversimplify their relevance to the understanding of adult

learning. The model restricts its explanations of learnìng by deveìoping

universal laws regarding behavior regardless of empiricaì evidence' It
adopts a functi onal task-ori ented approach rather than a devel opmental

growth approach to learning. It assumes that for learning to occur one must

control for competitive responses and deduce a solution to a specific

probìem, suggesting a strong notion of Iinear causal ity. Often reiected by

the humanist theorists, the operant modeì provides a "mechanistic

explanation of ìearning".28 It ignores the quality of interaction

between the individuaì and the health care professionaì and/or significant

other person. It has sone similar features of the medical model , stressing

compliance and appropriate behavior with treatment regimens thus sustaining

tiìe medical model of health.29 Situations of uncertainty and unpredic-

tabil ity present probìems for explaining and determining evidence of
'I earning within the operant educational model.
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The Humani sti c Model:

The humanistic model of patient education, provides a framework in which the

teaching learning process is part of human deveìoprnent and human experience.

The modeì stresses the learner's developrnent of emotions and selfhood and is

aimed at change through personal growth. Thi s educati ve approach ì s

somewhat of a shift in focus fron the more traditional orientations

patterned from the nedical model . There is less focus on the treatment or

remedi ati on of probì ems . The premi se of the approach i s that the

individual's ability to learn and grow is inherent in himself. The model

assumes a developmentaì process where learning occurs continuously through a

I ifetime of losses, threats and opportunities for growth and change.

"As an individual passes from one situation to another his world'
his environment expands or contracts. He does not find hìmself
'I iving in another world but in a different part or aspect of one

and tñe same world. What he has learned in the way of knowledge
and skill in one situation becomes an instrument of understanding
and deal ing effectively with the situations which fol[ow. The
process goes on as ìong as life and learning continue. "J"

Growth, development and creativity are characteristic of this particular

approach to teaching and ìearning. The educative role is to facilitate the

learning and support the Iearners to work towards their ful l potential ,

uti ìizing a col laborative mode of teaching. A fundamental principle is that

teaching and learning are enhanced when both share in êhoosing directions,

making contributions, designing and implementing activities and assessing

outcomes, A collaborative approach to educating reduces the need for one or

the other to accept fuìì responsibi lity for the interaction and therefore

reduces the threat for both the teacher and the learner.3l

while it is important for the patient educator to be aware of and have some

understanding of how individuaì needs, perceptions and attitudes infìuence

individual learning behavior, it is also inportant to understand the

orientation and stance of the educator.
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"The mi nd set of the teacher i n p1 anni ng I earner-ori entated
instruction is to consider the characteristics, interests and
nature of the learner, as a hunan and then to tailor-make ìearning
opportunities which woul d influence this person to deveì0p.."4
dbiire¿ state of being, to becone educated and not trained."r¿

The hurnanistic modeì draws on the sel f-actual ization psychoìogy of Abraham

Maslow, the humanistic traditions of the I ea rne r-ce ntered design of Carl

Rogers and the experientiaì ìearning theory of David Kolb. There are

several key concepts and pri nci pì es central to the understandi ng of the

humanistic nodel. While the concepts are inter-dependent and intertwined,

an attempt wiìl be made to isolate and discuss the issues which are cnucial

for the purposes of the practicum, ie. self actual ization, self determinism

and experiential learning.

Self-Actualization:

Some humanistic theorists have isolated self actual ization as a basic human

need.

The concept of self-actual ization stresses the genuine uniqueness of the

individual and emphasizes a ho'l istic and phenomenoì og i ca ì approach to hunan

experìence and learning. Discovery of the real self is the essential

meaning of the concept of sel f-actual ization. In Maslow's (1954)

hierachical framework of needs, the satisfaction of lower 'level needs become

a requirement to seeking out the satisfaction of the soc i o- rel ati onal needs

and ultinately the need for sel f-actual ization' Motivation has been

described as "the process of arousing and sustaining action in dynamic

interaction with the process of regulation and direction of behavior. Since

the process of motivation is difficult to see in a concrete sense' 0ne

determines its presence by the goaì s toward which behavior seems to be

directed and the quaì ity of the action taken to achieve those goals."33

It is important to note that, in order to notivate and rei nforce, accompl i sh-

ment of initial tasks or fulfil lments of basic needs are necessary to

motivate the ìearner towards attainrnent of the overall goa'l . l'lhile fear
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and anxiety can pose barriers to ìearning, they can aj so motivate the

I earner.34 It seens helpful to relieve the anxiety created by a normal

developmental crisis, ie. illness and the hospitalization thus facilitating
the I earni ng process. The assumptì on i s that the more the i ndi vì dual

experiences self-actual ization the more he is likely to engâge in positive

heal th behavi or.

"Seìf-concept is a person's total view of himself and his
appraisaì of what he sees, It incìudes his attitudes and beliefs
about his abil ities, his occupation, his personal expectations and
his sexuality. A person's self- concept is influenced by the
reactions of othqF people towards him and by his perception of
thei r behaviors."rÐ

The source of motivation stems from on-going evaluation and feedback of

others to become the adequate seìf. The feedback provides the individual

wi th a percei ved sel f whi ì e s/he struggl es to develop a concept of an

aoequate self. Learning becomes defined as the process which reduces the

discrepancy between the perceived self ie' sick and dependent and the

adequate self ie. healthy and independent. Maslow's hierarchial framework

has some signifiance for understanding one's self-concept and one's

readi ness to I earn.

Sel f-Deterrni nati on :

Carl Rogers (1961) contribution to the humanistic model of education is
based on the concept of self-determination. The extent of learning is
largely determined by what the learner brings to the learning sìtuation, hovr

the learner perceives the inforrnation and the decisions the learner makes

assuning responsibiì ity for the choice. The ìearning is self-directed and

the educative approach is interactive and learner-centered'36

Rogers advocates the existential philosophy that argues that individual s

controì thei r desti ny by real i zi ng thei r potenti al and accepti ng

responsibil ity for their individual decisions and consequences of those

decisions. Determined by one's maturity, motivation and perception of the
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situation, one will strive to attain and naintain self-confidence, respect

and a sense of self-worth. The notions of the patìent's perception to a

stressful life event and adiustment styles are dealt with in the foìlowing

section of the literature review.

Experi enti al Learni ng:

Kol b proposes a perspecti ve on

percepti on, cognition and behavior.

process 'grounded in experience' .37

I earni ng that conbi nes experi ence,

Learning is conceived as a continuous

Experiential ìearning is process oriented and acknowledges the existence of

an on-going feedback system' Underlying assumptions are that skills,
knowledge and attitude can best be ìearned by participation and feedback.

Both educator and iearner may learn fron each other. To facil itate the

learning, the teacher is likeìy to share thoughts and experiences and the
'ì earner may choose to respond in a similar manner. The individual often

wilì regulate hjs relationship to the person, event or environment and act

on the basis of the information perceived. Learning thus occurs fron the

interchange and ability to link the experiences in the teaching-learning

i nte rac ti on.38

Impl ications for patient education in a group setting, experientiaì Iearning

is facilitated when activities are structured to alìow group nembers the

opportunity to examine and reflect on their own feelings and reactions.

There is less focus on telling people what they should think or feel and

more emphasis on awareness of what is happening in the learning experience.

It is the learner who decides what is important to know in order to alter or

change behavior. Content and process are both important to the teaching

learning situation since it is the content which is the foundation which

alìows various processes to be examined.
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Kolb's (1974) cycl ical , four-stage model of the learning process is a

complex one. He identifies two dinrensions of ìearning which are: 1) the

concrete experience and abstract conceptual ization; and 2) the active

experimentation and reflective observation. The cycìical npdel allows the

concrete experience to val idate and test abstract concepts. It also

suggests a feedback system of reflecting and acting towards attaining a goal

and thus evaluating the consequences of that particular action.

"Irnmediate personal experience is the focal point for Iearning,
giving life, texture and subiective personaì meaning to abstract
concepts and at the same time providing a concrete, shared
reference point for testing the irnpìications and validity of ideas
created during the learning process' When human beings share and
experience, ^^they can share it fulìy, concretely and
abstractly. "rY

0ne does not always learn from experience. l'lhi'ìe an accumulation of

experience is necessary, giving careful , refìective thought to the

experience is required for learning to occur. one may do this
retrospecti veìy or by compari ng one' s understandi ng or perspecti ve wi th

others. The route to growth and gain is to seek understanding in the

observation and conceptualization, noting simiìarities and divergences yet

being ready to revise one's own understanding.

The key element of the humanistic model is the I earne r-centered approach to

education. The participation of the learner is central to the learning

process. Some principles useful to the patient educator includes:

1) One learns only those things which he perceives as naintaining or
enhanci ng his own self.

2) Learning which invoìves a change in seìf organization in the
perception of oneself is threatening and tends to be resisted.

3) There is both intrincic and extrinsic motivation to learn by gaining
satisfaction in understanding or soìving a problem pertinent to
oneself. Adul ts are highly rnotivated to learn in areas related to
current deveìopmentaì tasks and phases of transition eg. shift from

middle age to oìd age, retirement, loss of health etc.
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4) Significant learning is maximized when one chooses one's ot{n

directions, heìps to discover oners own learning resources,

fornulates his own probìems, decides on oners olJn course of actions
and lives with the consequences of each of one's choices,

5) Independence, creativity and self-rel iance are all facil itated when

self-evaluation is basic and evaluation by others is of secondary

i mportance.

5) Learning about the process of ìearning is the most social'ly useful
learning. This requires a continuing openess to experience and

incorporations of the process of change to oneself.40

The humanistic model is nore concerned with process and techniques while
less attention is directed to content and behavioral objectives. The

educative approach is directed toward meaningful personal grotrth activities.
It is not always possible however to know the problems or concerns in
advance. Thus, it becomes difficult to pian for teaching in any great

detail. Another ì ímitation of the model is the notion of self-directed
learning. Not all learners can generate ideas which are abstract enough to
be appì ied meaningful ly to their relevant situations. Lack of motivation
and lack of trust can aiso present baffiers to the teaching-learning
p rocess,

Evaluation of learning is more difficult since the main aim of this mode

the creative, experiential activity and one's abil ity to learn and act
ge ne raì i zati ons .

The humanistic model is not a third alternative but a perspective which when

combined with other views of learning provides a useful framework for the
practicum study. It incorporates the self concept, the notion of self
determinism and experiential ìearning. The fact that ìearning is defined as

a continuous developmental process grounded in experience has important

is
on
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implications for designing patient education programs' The learner is

perceived as the richest resource for ìearning' The ìearnìng process will

befacilitatediftheeducatorisabìetobringouttheiearner.sbe]iefs
and attitudes, examine them and integrate the new redefined ideas into the

^lperson's bel ief sYstern.-

The self concept can help educators select certaìn methods and provide

opportunities that will enable individuals to explore seìf fulfiìling ways

of coping, regain a sense of self worth and support an independence from

health professionals' The concept of self determination iustifies the role

of patient education in assisting individuals to nake nore informed

decisions.Ita]soaffirnsthatpeop.lemakedeliberatechoicesabouttheir
h eal th behavi or.

Table I provìdes a summary of some of the characteristic features of the

three educati ve model s '
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- TABLE 1
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cortent/top lc -
c€ntered deslgn

prob l€rn-c€n+ered
- focus on ôctl on

ðnd response io
st lnu I ût lon

- lochnl que/skl ll

person-centôr9d
- focus on se lf

concêpf and I ndl-
v ldua I percepl I on
ônd experlences

- n rôces s- ôr I enf ed

Teôchl ng Style Sïructured -
Dlreqi lve Styl

D lroct lvô S+yle Ref lgct lve Non-
DIrecf I velF lex I ble
.+.,1 - /.^ I I âh^-r+ I va

Rolê of Educõtor Expert, aúthorl+Y,
represents an
I oughl To knorl
polnt of v letr
- prov ldes sTruqtur

and lnformð+ loh
to lncrease
knol{ I edge

- rpour InI

Manager of Cond l+ lon

- provldes structurl
and lnformat I on
Thõt dlrêcts and
shôpes behav I or

Facl I ltdior'
lnnovõior

Educdior percel vêd
as col I êborator.

- n€eds +o creõte
supporll ve eñvl-
ronmenl

- supports rl sk
tak I ng

- provldes broad
guldel lnes io
allo{ leôrners lo
fungf lon aútornous
ly and develcp
e.not lonô I sôlf

LeôrneT
MoTlvatton

based on that the
evenf or toplc {l ll
ll kely lnf luônce thr
change

- lndtv lduals havo
a mutuôl energy
and I nterest io
masfer +he
I nforlnEt I on

based on spec lf lc
behavlorlsl chang,
pl ece-meô I

approach +o
ed ucrf I on
motlvatlon based
on fulure grõt l-
flcaflon
õll€mpts To
predlct all
possl ble oútcornes

devel opmenT ot gFoúl

I ntegrat !ve,
hollsilc Ðproêch

- experlence sêrves
as teachlng/

- I nfense mõt I va-
+ lon +o learn

- noflvallon based
on rôl lonce fo
fhe learner and
s6tl sfôctlon of
humôn noeds

Evôlua+lve
Out cc¡nes

ou+ colne neasurê (of
cogn lt lve dcnôl n )

are cert ð I n,
predlcfable

- outcgne measure o
behavlorlôl domal

êre .e!9!lgl3Þ19
- obsêrvab le beha-

v lor, foedback an

objectlve measure
of performance ar
slrengfh of eva-
luõt lon

- dêvelcpmeñt grortl
process m€ôsure
(of affeqfl ve
doíia I n )

- sùbj eqtl v6
reêct I ons/fee I I ngl

to a lêôrnl ng

slluallon
- oLrtccnes of

learnl ng e,/olve
- +€achl ng +yle
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- TABLE I (contr d)

I nformall on
ôl e<ml n'ff Iôñ Môr1Êl Oôerâñ+ llodêl Il¡'ñâñ l <+ f. Mô.1êl

St rengt h s Quest I on lng for
conten+
- needs ôssessmen+

used as method of
plannlng

- objeqflve knoï-
lêdge Test I ng

- relles on beha
vloral dlagnosl s

- clear, conc I se
behôvlorlal
obJeqt lves

- effeqflve fo.
sklll bulldlng

- resêêrch

- descrlptlve ên a-
lys I s

- conc€rn lfl+ h

I n+êrnal r€ll-
bel ng of learners
ef fect I ve lf
purposo ls such
leôrnor ldenilfle
neêds

- leasf ll kely io
lmpos€ value
j udgdnents of
ot hers

- educat I on per-
c€l ved as

^-^^ãF-+ I vô â.-+

Llml+atlons - €xcludes learners
as educators

- one-tray learnÌ ng
process

- educõtor I den+ l-
f les learner need
based oñ lnltlôl
nesds assessmen+
or progrdn
|-equ I rgnents

p lece-meal
approach io
êducat I on
llmlted Teacher-
learner I nter-
actlon; outcqlles
are measured by
the abl I l+y of
lhe learner +o
perform +he
des I red sktlls or
process ccrnpgtency
accept s f I xed,
dlstlnqt categor lo

-¡ l^--^l ñ^ hêhâw I ^

rl sk of rshql gun

ôPproach
prÈplannlng for
con+en+ and
techn lque ls
rarely done or
dlfflcul+ To do
nstlon of se lf
dlrectgd learnlng
do€s not ôltrays
hold +rue
le. lôck of +rus+

l6ck of mot l-
vûtlon

Key PrlnclP les corten+s needs to
be relevant fo
learner
Pêop le learn 6t
dl fferen+ rates.
Learn lng ls nost
effecf I ve r{hen

learner readl ness
lo learn and mode

of Teôchl ng are
congruent

- managemenl of
env I ronmenia I

factors provl de
condlTlons more
conduclvê lo
learn I ng

- consl stenT, Posl-
llve re I nfoice-
menf I ncre6ses
llkellhood of
achl ev I ng â
I ô2.ha¡ hÂhâv I ôr

leôrn€r cenfered
partl clpõt lon of
loarner
learnor ls rlch€si
source
educõtlon ls as
much aboui
leôrnlng as lt ls
ôboúf teach! ng
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Copi ng and Adaptation:

This section of the literature revìew uses two sources of information to

assist the v{riter to understand the various coping and adiustment styles of

indìviduals experiencing a common life change event. 0ne source of

I iterature examines some of the physical and psycho-social aspects of

cardiac rehabilitation. The other area of information considers some of the

Iiterature which deal s with coÍrnon coping strategies and adiustment styles

associated with illness and hospital ization.
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Cardiac Patient Education and Rehabilitation:

Typical ly, patient education programs have been directed to individual s who

manifest a particular disease process. Coronary heart disease is one such

process which has been recognized as a condition of epidenic proportions in

our country. Over 50,000 Canadians die each year from heart attacks. In

Manitoba, it is estimated over the next year that 3,000 peopìe wilì suffer a

heart attack, 1,500 of whom will die.42 A report from the American

Colìege of Physicians (1983) reports that patients who survive the initial
hours of acute ischemia in hospital will follow one of several different
courses. "Fifteen to twenty percent die in hospitaì, usualìy because of

compìications of extensive infarction but sometines because of recurrent or

persistent ischemia. Thirty to thirty five percent develop other cardiac

condi ti ons. Nearìy fi fty percent of hospi ta ì i zed pati ents have ôn

uncompl icated hospital course without evidence of angina pectori s heart

failure or significânt arrhythmia5."43 After discharge, patients

rvithout evidence of complications may return to an active lifestyìe within a

6-8 week period.44 The practicum study focuses on this group who

receive in-patìent cardiac teaching about ì ifestyle changes and who also

experience a successful discharge fron hospital .

Patient education of the cardiac patient who survives a MI is multi-
dirnensional as individual s deal with the physical , psychological and social

responses to the heart attack.

Physi cal Aspects:

Physicalìy, the patient experiences a sudden loss of physicaì abilities,
strength and energy. General weakness and fatigue are comnon duning the

convelescent period, Gradual increase in physical activity over a period of

6 months heìps the individual to resume his/her normal Iife.45

The prinary focus of the education of the physicaì aspects for the cardiac
patient is on the cardio-vascular functioning ie. blood pressure, deep

breathing and heart rate. The initial emphasis of patient teaching is to
dissiminate infornation, provide patients with a general understanding of
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the pathophysiology of infarction, the risk factors and changes which nay

affect the quaìity of the patient's life, Medical interventions, nursing,

occupational therapy, and exercise-based treatments are aimed to teach

patients about their physical abilities and limitations, Physiotherapy

provides and monitors a "ten-step" activity program in hospital and

instructs the patient on a home-exercise program. (See Appendix A) Patients

ìearn the signs, symptoms and monitor their actiyity ievel according to

their puìse. This information represents an effort to help the patient and

fani ly make the necessary adjustments to some of the physical ìimitations
(ie. appropriate ìiving arrangenent, routine, rest and relaxation to accom-

modate fatigue, changes in sexual activity and famiìy roles).

Psycho-Social Aspects :

The psycho-sociaì aspects of cardiac rehabil itation are pivotal to under-

standing the coping responses and how individuals learn to adjust to the

I ifestyle changes fol lowing a heart attack, The new awareness of the

changed health status and the enotional inpact of the MI on the patient,
famiìy, lifestyle and future are significant conditions which may limit or

faci I i tate the adjustment process,

Individuals learn to cope with each experience in different ways. The

faci I i tati on of I earni ng i s to provi de the opportuni ty that makes i t
possibìe to discuss the impact of an event and expìore the alternatives
available. Peopìe wilì adjust and cope according to their individuaì
"appraisaìs" or seif-evaluation of the experience, (Moos and Tsu 1977,

Lazarus and Cohen 1979, Foì kman 1984 ) . Thi s concept wi 1 1 be further
discussed later in the section.

Some common responses associated with adjustment to the heart attack and

frequently cited in the ìiterature includes deniaì, fear, anxiety and

depression. (l,lishnie et al 1971, Hay!,ood et al 1971, Kavanagh et al 1975.)
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Several research papers suggest that MI patients are initially very anxious

in hospital and feel threatened by the event. Family and friends often

experience a time of isolation and vuìnerabiì ity. The major focus and

attention is given to the patient. Fanilies however experience many of the

same reactions and feeìings that may occur for the patient.

"Since the spouses experience the illness with the patients, they
can be positive forces in the patient's recovery and can even
benefi t personaì ly. They wi l l be abl e to do these thi ngs ,
however, only i nsofar as they I earn to understand and express
their own feelings, receive some positive feedback and recognize
some of their own difficulties through sharing with the other
spouses. In some ways, then, their needs will be similar to those
of the patients. Their problems may be just as great, Yet the
spouses becone secondary persons in the sense that thg patients,
by virtue of the disease are the center of attention."+o

There are few studies which examine the impact of the MI on the family.
Stichman and Schoenberg (1972\ describe what they have 'learned about spouses

of cardiac patients. They initiated a hospitaì support program. The basic

premise of the 'Heart I'life Counselors Program' is that of women who have

been through it helping wonen who are going through it.

A study of married couples conducted by Meddín and Breije (1983) found that
under certain conditions, couples can deveìop a more positive reìationship
foìlowing a heart attack. The two conditions described are a strong naritaì
reìationship, indicating open communication prior to the MI and secondly a

stabìe support system during the crisis and recovery.

Saulnier (1982) founcl in her recent review of social support networks that
"sociaì support is especialìy crucial during iife transitions which entail
ìoss of significant sources of support, such as death and retirement and

during events which require a reorganization to or rearrangement of the
social network " ,47

Generaì CoDinq Strateqies and Adjustment Styles:

Scalzi (1973) and Lee et al (1975)

rehabi I i tati on and educati on i n

describe psychological aspects of cardiac
terms of individual adjustment to the
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stressful event. They claim that each individual adjusts to an event in a

characteristic manner which may be considered one's "o|{n styìe". This

style, in a crisis situation, may become exaggerated and appear to be

interfering with treatment and intervention. The styìes will vary during

the period of hospitalization and again during the recovery period at home'

The framework is intended to assist health care staff recognize and deaì

with certain patterns of styles of adiustrnent.4S

(1) The obsessive - cornpu'l sive style - this style of adiustnent repre-

sents the need to take control , to organize and contemplate the

meaningofone.ssituation.Thepatientattenptstostructurethe
situation.Thereisarequirementforinformationanddirection.
Thestyleistodoubt,raisequestionsorcarefullythinkaboutthe
event. The individual becomes uncomfortable with vagueness or

indecision as he places high vaìue on intellectual activity'

(2) The Dependency style - the individual is aware the situation is
beyond his control . Such individuals tend to reìy on the health

care team and family to provide care. During the crisis it
probabìy is beneficiai to let this attitude be. The individual may

experiencedifficultyassumingresponsibiiityifstrengthsarenot
stressed. The illness is a threat to one's self-esteem and sense

of invuìnerabiì ity. They respond vrith anxiety, heìplessness and

dependency. The style is to turn fuììy to an authority'

(3) The Hyperi ndependent Style - Fear underl ies this style of

adiustment.Individualsmaybeunabletoconcentrate,understand
or retajn information. Individuals feel threatened by the loss of

good health and respond with anger and mistrust' Aìlowing the

patient to share in decision making and giving permìssion to be

cared for by others hel ps to redi rect thi s energy towards

re-organization and optimism towards the future. Fear seens to be

the patient's nost restricting ìearning bloc. A sensitivity to the
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restricting ìearning block. A sensitivity to the indivìdual's fear
is a teaching philosophy which can aììay and not perpetuate more

fea r,

4) Depressive Style - The individual nay respond to the situation with

feeìings of anguish and despair, hopeìessness, and intense guilt.
One may concentrate on the wrong-doings of their past, unable to let
go of the heavy emoti onal burden of unresol ved fee l i ngs . The

patient copes by focusing on the sickness and disabilities rather
than health and his abilities. The event of a heart attack may be

i nterpreted as a puni shment or another examp le of somethi ng gone

vrrong. Self destructive behavior and unconscious antagonism towards

family members and friends wiì1 ìikely elicit considerable guilt.
The educative intervention can help to provide positive feedback

about the condition, and give reassurance and support to the patient

and fanily about their abilities to continue on.

The anxiety and fear associated with the ìife change event often reflects a

kind of generalized feel ing of uncertainty. It may be expressed verbaìly in
a concern about the future (ie,) reoccurrence of the MI, sudden death, the

inability to provide financially for the fami ly, or to maintain a househoìd,

or to participate in social and leisure activities. These are uncertainties
and changes that both the patient and famiìy will need to deal with long

after the patient is discharged from hospita'l . Individuals nay choose to

cope with their fears in various ways, Norman Cousins describes the helpful

use of hunor and laughter to cope with I ìfe and death situations.49
Laughter can heìp to put a very fri ghte ni n g/th reateni ng experience into
perspective, aìlowing people to taìk about it. Some individuals choose to

cope with their anxieties and fears through the sick role, becoming cardiac

invalids, Some may choose to deny the reality of the situation. The roìe

of the defense mechanism of denial in facilitating or posing a barrier to

learning to adjust is unclear. A study conducted by Cassem and Hackett

(i971) found that MI patients can avoid the anxiety and depression
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associated with non-denial if they deny the fear, if not the reaìity of the

heart attack. Denial can be an important adaptive mechanisn since it helps

guard the self against the perceived threat and vulnerable state. Denial

hou,ever is less useful when a reoccurrence is inrninent creating a dangerous

delay in seeking medicaì advice.50

Depression foìlowing a MI is often related to loss. Initiaììy, patients and

families are generaìly happy and joyful that the crisis stage is over and

the indivjdual has survived. One does not general ly become depressed in the

first trlo weeks fol lowing the MI.51 As time passes and patients and

families experience difficulties and frustrations with the changes in their
day to day living, the individuaìs may tend to feel more depressed.

It is inportant to recognize that indivídual responses and adjustment styles
are as unique as the human being and may vary in intensity and duration.
Depression can be viewed as a positive step towards psychologicaì recovery

to the loss of a healthy seìf. High anxiety and depression therefore may

represent an acceptance of the current situation and an attenpt by the

patient to come to terms with it. (Kubler-Ross, E. 1969)

Scaìzì's franework presents sone caution for the patient educator designing

and providing patient education. First the categories are rigid and limited
to isolated situations, ie. hospital ization. The perspective suggests

little notion of an adjustment process. one person may exhibit all of these

characteristics and more over time. Lastìy, the styles convey a negative

view by which they tend to label individuals and categorize emotional

reactions,

Other theoretical orientations provide an alternate framework to understand

the notion of coping and adjusting to illness, Learning to cope and adiust
to a change event is ìargely determined by the individual's perception of
the event in relation to himself and others. Learning to cope involves the

educational process of completing certain "adaptive tasks" and learning to
use various coping strategi e s .52_5,
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while Bandura 
,11977\ and others may argue that much of the consistent human

coping behavior is the result of people chosing and generating conditions in

the environnent to which they react in a predictive manner, there is a group

of writers ìncluding Lazarus and cohen (i977), Moos and Tsu (1979), Folkman

(i984), that have a similar orientation to understanding illness related

coping. These writers suggest that the indivìdual's cognitive and

situational appraisal of an event will often determine his/her ability to
cope.

The recent literature review implies that regardìess of the similarities in

medical conditions, patients wilI differ in the course of their recovery.

Cohen and Lazurus postulate that cognitive factors are central in
determining the impact of the stressful event. The appraisaì or individual

i nterpretati on can effect one' s emoti onal , physi of ogi cal and behavi ori aì

adjustment to the e"pe.ienc".54 The three types of appraisals

identified include: harm/loss - urhich are events which refer to damage that

has occurred; threat - which includes events referring to anticipated harm

or ìoss; and challenge - which involves internal issues of control . The

focus of chalìenge is placed positiveìy on potentìaì gain, growth or mastery
ÃÃof potential risks.sþ Faci litating a shift from a loss and/or threat

appraisaì totvards a challenge validates the educative role for social work

in a medi cal setting.

As a useful conceptuaì framework, it seens with the heart attack patient the

initiat appraisal of the event is often perceived as a threat' The

chaì lenge appraisaì gradual 1y occurs with time. Re-appraisal of the event

and learning seìf care techniques which heìps to buiìd confidence, strength'

offers an alternative view to a common experience thus altering the way one

reacts and copes with the event.

0nes perception of a stressful event infìuences how one will choose to cope

with a particular circumstance or situation. Many of the habit-type

patterns learned over the years generaìly provide comfort in managing our

day to day lives. Iìlness, disease and hospitalization disconnects the
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individual from his/her normal roles, The event can change the way we think

and feel about ourselves, others and the world around us.

"Since the view of oneself as ìiving healthy, able and having a

nornal physique is central to most people's image and evaluation'
becoming ìll can be a shock to person's sense of security and to
his or her seìf-image. Not only does it threaten the customary
view of oneself, bu1 it further underscores that one is indeed
vulnerabìe, thai tife is uncertain, that one may have ìittle
control over events and that one's life may be changed in maior
respects. As a result, adiustme¡t to an ilìness or iniury which
is ' life-threatening or polpntiatly disabìing may require a

consi derab le coping effort. "50

Moos et. al , (1979) and Lazarus et. al . (1979) suggest that coping efforts

resul t from compì eti ng certai n adapti ve tasks. These 'tasks' need to be

dealt with in order to allow for a satisfactory adjustment to occur. At the

risk of oversimpl ification, the 'adaptive' tasks and coping skills
i ntegrating both sources are outl ined.57

Adapti ve Tasks and PatteM-g!-.,1q9¿!ig

1. Task: To reduce harmful conditions in the environment and advance

prospects of recovery. Patients and famil ies need to deal with the

hospitaì environment, and the speciaì treatment procedures such as

heart monitors, nedications, stress test, EKG' etc. Patients

experience pain and discomfort that warrants emergency treatment'

Individuals experience a ìoss of control over the situation.

Coping Skiìl: Individuals struggle to understand the medical

problem and what needs to be done. Denying or minimizing the

serious nature of the ilìness are @ to the

event. The coping skill of using denìal as a defense nechanism may

handle upsetting feelings and the stresses impìicated by the

diagnosis. The use of hunor, avoidance behavior, and denial are

coping skills which help alleviate sone anxiety and reduce the

dènands of the stres s ors.
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Information seeking skills help to relieve anxiety and increase

one's sense of worth, "Peopìe who are feeling helpìess and useless

may find that information seeking gives them something to do and

restores a sense of having some control 
"'58

Task: To tolerate or adiust to negative events and realities. This

task involves making some immediate adiustment to the negative event

since it may take considerable tirne for patients and families to
understand the impact of the event. Individuaìs are attenpting to

cope with significant ìosses and prepare for an uncertain future.

lJncertainty is the result of the inability to predict upcoming

events,

Coping Skill: Self-protective ski lìs based on use of denial ' hunor,

anger directed elsewhere and information seeking skiììs can heìp

rnake this task easier to compìete. Adequate information and

on-going questioning and discussion of concerns gives new hope for

the patient (ie. new medicaì procedures, cardiac teaching, and

out-patient programs ) .

Task: To maintain a positive self image: Thjs is a crucial task

since hospitalization, illness, and disease change the usuaì view of

the self and others. The concept of seif is also a significant
condition which may affect the learning process. The patient needs

to sustain a satisfactory seìf image and gain a sense of control

over thei r I i ves . Percepti on about one' s own body and one' s

performance are related to self image and feel ings of self worth.

Coping Skill: These skills include ìearning seìf care techniques

and gggl__!Sl!j!9_j!il!. Skills which help patients to learn

specific procedures such as pulse taking and deep breathing al'lows

one to maintain a sense of mastery and competence. Goal setting

skiì1s help re-establish future goal s for the patient and the

J.
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fami ìy. Families should be encouraged to participate in the goal

setting. The skilì helps to define the limits of independence and

roìe changes. "In sone way, although the process may be slow, most

people are able to integrate the experience into the rest of their
lives, altering their seif-concept to be an alignment with the new

realitY."59

Task: To maintain an emotionaì equilibrium. As previously
discussed, depressìon, anxiety, fear and anger are cormon emotions

associated with the recovery process of a Ml. These feeìings are

normal to situational appraisals of harm, loss and threat. The task

involves attaining and maintaining a reasonable enotional balance

during a time of nunerous uncertainties and unpredictive outcomes.

Coping Skill: The skills are :g.ll_rg$qinjn!_r!il]: which include:

a healthy lifestyle, deveìoping a positive attitude, feel ing hopefuì

and exploring alternate ways of viewing a set of circumstances.

These skills "are valuable for a sense of weìl-being and nay help in
the recovery process",60 The abil ity to use humor is another

skiìl advocated strongiy by Cousins and can put a frightening
experience into perspective which makes it easier to cope. A

positive mental outlook, perceiving a heart attack as a chaìlenge

helps to derive something meaningful from the event itself. A

healthy ìifesty'le involving proper diet, regular exercise and a

regu'l ar ritual of relaxation contributes to an adequate adjustment.

Task: To continue a satisfying relationship with others, The task

is to deveiop adequate relationships with health care professionaìs

and naintain the social relationships with famiìy and friends.
Patients need to deaì with a period of dependence whiìe famiìy and

friends deal with increased responsibiiities. It is inportant to
establish a support netviork and learn to recogníze when to seek help

from others.

5.
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Coping Skills: The skiìls are @ that

involve sharing feeiìngs of joy and frustration to deal wjth some of

the tension and stress. Both the patients and their support systems

need reassurance, infornation and emotional supPort frorn each other

and concerned staff and friends. Joining a support group is one l{ay

to seek emoti onal support'

Learning to cope represents the abiìity to deal with the demands of the

stressors and manage one's emotions in deal ing with the stress. This

outline of tasks and coping skilìs is intended to cover the most corffnon

types of coping and adiustment patterns. These tasks and skills are seldom

considered in isolation or exclusively. This framework is useful for
cardiac patients in the medicaì setting and is not generalized here to other

stressful or life change events,

Whiìe these tasks apply to every illness, their importance will vary

according to the individual's perception of the event, the attitude towards

change, the amount or type of change expected at any given point in time and

the existence of one's support system, near and far' These factors nay also

affect one's ability to learn to cope with the life altering event.

Heìping individuals learn about the skills necessary to cope with illness
val idates the educative role for social work in a medical setting.

An i ntegrated educati ve i nterventi on deal i ng wi th the physi caì and

psycho-sociaì aspects in cardiac rehabilitation can assist individuals to

learn and develop the coping skills necessary to adiust to the I ifestyle
changes after hospi tal discharge.
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Group Formation and Group Development:

The last section of the I iterature review addresses the third goaì which is

to utilize a group model and deveìop skills as a group facilitator. It is

not within the scope of the practicum to try to condense the complex nature

of group work within a single, sirnpìe theoretical framework relevant to
patient education. It is more the intent to isolate and describe some of

those elements v',hich are paramount for purposes of group formation' i.e
group purpose, organizationaì sanction and group composition and group

development. Several approaches to study the developmental process of

groups are discussed in the literature' These can be divided into two

categories: interactional theory which includes task related functions and

interpersonal theory which describes the maintenance functions of groups.

Only the main features of each will be discussed, ie. deveìopmental phases

of groups. Other aspects of group work which have an impact on service

del ivery and group development but which will not be addressed in this
practicun report incìude; ìeadership style, group roles, comnunication

patterns, group confl ict and resolution and aspects of power and authority.
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Group Formati on:

The pre-group activity is perhaps the most significant phase of group work.

The pìanning process can have a profound effect on the quality of the group

experience.6l The group formation issues identified for discussion and

relevant to the practicum include: the purpose of the group, organizational

sanctions and group composition, ie. selection, recruitment, time, size and

space.

Group Purpose:

Defining and restating the purpose heìps to set parameters from which to

pìan, organize and facil itate the group process. The use of groups by

social work in medical settings is a common place and historically
significant. Various rationale exist for groups in a medical setting'
Groups provide a pragnatic method of providing heaìth information and

instruction, Groups demonstrate a more comprehensive approach to patient

care. Status changes, developrnental changes and crisis events often

represent "cri ti cal poi nts of entry for preventati ve as wel I as

rehabi I itative services".62

Groups in a medical setting may help individuaìs manage the recovery process

though a continuum of care. A patient joining the context of others with

the sane problem may perceive their situation differently. The opportunity

of a group to allow its nembers to share their appraisa'ì of an event and

discuss how they are adaptìng to it can facil itate íutual learning. Groups

can contribute to program planning and serve as valuable feedback mechanisms

for practitioners and health care pìanners. Group members made directly or

indirectly aid in future practice decision. Finalìy, groups in a medical

setting help to humanize the hospital experience. Individuals activeìy
participate in their care and own learning. A group setting has endless

potential to create opportunities where individuaìs may gain emotional

support and through mutual aid may overcone difficulties in the I ife
transi ti onal si tuati ons.
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"It is often said that the technical aspects of medicine are easy.
The difficulty is dealing with...the so calìed psychological or
human factor..,People are like snowfìakes: no two are alike, The
difference between what one person may do-¡rith a set of symptons
as compared with another is unbelievable."or

It is critical to the creation and developnent of a group service to ask

what is the groups purpose? l'Jhy are we meeting? Aì ì groups need to
estabìish a clear, concise purpose and a set of expectations. Groups often

exist for nore than one purpose. A group may have both task and maintenance

functi ons ,

"A groups first identifies the reasons for bringing people together...
purpose guides group conposition and group selection."64 The

commonality provides the foundation for and is essential to the development

of a social support network.

"In contrast, if members needs are too divergent, or agencies agenda hideen

or discrepant with group interests or a workers conception of group purpose

are unclear and unbiguous, then members rnay withdraw."65

As a pre-group activity, it is important for the worker to develop a clear
conception about the potential group purpose keeping in nind that the group

purpose is "unl imited, flexible and responsive to the specìaì configuration
of persons-institution-worker and developed in a nanner unique to each

c o-acti vi ty.

Practice decisions, planning and organizing the educative intervention is
largeìy determined by the purpose and function of the group. Utilizing the

educative models previously discussed, a group can perform the function of
imparting information among the members and/or between the group, where the

faciì itator may stress facts, theories and test the level of knowledge. A

group concerned wi th ski I I acqui si ti on rnay focus on the practicaì
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application of the information, eg. relaxation training. The facilitator
nanages the environmental conditions to help participants ìearn and practice

new skills and techniques. Groups that focus on feelings, awareness and

self expression are concerned with individual members. This practicum

considers all three functions educationai '

0rgani zati onal Sanctions:

The hospital represents a compìex, highly structured, technìcal organiza-

tion. Adn'i n i strati ve, nulti-disciplinary team and col league support are

significant determinants in the formation of a group service in a medical

setting. The greater the awareness and support within the organization

structure the greater the chance of successful group formation.

The strategies to obtain approvals for group services wiIì ìikely vary

according to the organization' In order to prevent group services from

being undermíned or sabotaged, one needs vertical (ie. cornnunication which

occurs both upward and downward) and horizontal (ie. connunication which

occurs between departments) approval . The direction and nature of

communication is indicative of the established formal structure as well as

the informal structure that energes within it' It determines the extent to

which staff participate in decision-making, feel a sense of belonging and

feeì free to use discretion and innovation in their daily functioning. For

example, with the fornation of the 'Educational Support Group for MI

patients and their families', an important consideration was to perceive the

group as part of the hospitaì's phiìosophy to provide quality patient care.

Promoting the idea through both the informal and formal structures, al lowing

adequate time for discussion, questioning and feedback assisted the writer
to gain support and approval from the organizational members. In complex

organizations where a great deal of co-ordination and integration of

activities is required, horizontal cornnunication betvreen special ists nust be

p rev el an t.
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Georgopoìous states "in the hospital , authority does not emanate from a

singìe source and does not flow along a singìe ìine of conrnand as it does in

most formal organizations".6T Smith describes the hospital as having

two main Iines of authority - lay (or administrative) and professional -
which are the result of a dual system of values.68 Although the overall

goal of the hospi taì i s del i very of heal th care servi ces and the

professional s are dedicated to quality patient care, the administration must

also be concerned with the efficient use of resources' l,{hile I received

admi ni strati ve approval i t soon became apparent and a major i ssue was

consent by the Medical Department Heads and physicians. l'|ithin the

the hospital setting, authority and decision-making are often decentralized

by using multi- disciplinary cornmittees and patient care teans' Infornal

authority also emerges as a result of professional autonomy and

discretionary power. Coìlaboration, negotiation and demonstration of need

with members of the Cardiac Teaching Committee, medical staff and social

work department he'l ped to obtain positive sanctions during the initial
planning stages, In the long term, the efforts and strategies to gain

support in principie seemed to result in ìess frustration for the writer,
and other members of the organization.

General ar,rareness and knowìedge of the organízationaì structure and

contextual i ssues rel ated to pl anni ng group services can hel p one to
anticipate potentiaì difficulties and l ikely determine the promotion or

limits of the services through groups. Staff support and physician approval

proved to be of value during the recruitment phase. Gitterman stresses that

dernonstration, ciarification and interpretation during the group formation

phase can never be underestimated in the medicaì setting.69

Group Composi ti on:

The degree to which a group is
enhance thei r individual learning

is formed. Vari ous components

able to influence its nembers and thus

is largely determined by the vray the group

of the group conposition will have some
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impact on the nature and development of the group, ie. level of trust and

cohesion, degree of interaction and dísintegration, conditions more

conducive to learning. These variables deserve consideration and incìude:

selection, recruitment, time, size and space.

Selection - It is common to have a connection betvreen the purpose of the

group and the selection of the group nenbers. Group rnembers can be selected

on the basis of homogeneous characteristics, heterogenious characteristics

or a combination of both. Some of the characterÍstics include diagnosis'

age, level of education, genden, etc. The basic principle of a homogeneous

gr"oup suggests that individuals who share a common life experience and have

sirnilar concerns, interests and coping styles provide the group with a sense

of "commonality and collective stabi lity".70 Sone writers claim whiìe

commonalities create an immediate bond, the lack of diversity may tend to

support negative patterns and behavior. A study conducted by Brown et al

(1984) of hospitalized open-heart surgery patients and their faniìies, found

that the group process was inhibited by the patient's issues dominating the

group discussion. l.lhile famities seemed to focus on the rehabilitation and

impact of the heart condition on the family, the patients had a strong need

to discuss the iììness, medical regimes and treatment. These investigators

decided to limit their groups to patients only and establ ish a second group

for the rel ati ves.

Dracup et al (1985) found that compared to all rnale (patient only) groups,

the inclusion of spouses tended to direct discussion to deal with areas such

as role change. The inclusion of spouses within a group also functioned to

decrease competi ti veness , aggression and high levels of anxiety. The

inclusions of spouses can be beneficial since research has pointed to a

possible ìink between type A personal ities and heart disease. (Gentry et al

1e83 )

Heterogeneous groups comprised of individual s with diverse background and

interests tend to be less predictible and more unstable. The group's
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cohesiveness, abiìity to resolve comflict areas and estabìish a sense of

identity is linited when nembers are too diverse. There tends to be less

focus on the group's purpose as the central issue shifts to the individual

member.

Heterogeneity, on the other hand can provide a rich source of teaching and

learning jf the group can accept the differences as unique, special and

val uabl e asset to cope wi th i I ì ness.

"As a rul e of thunb, members usual ly tol erate and use greater
diversity when common interests and concerns are experienced
i ntensivêìy eg. cancer, heart attack. In contrast, when members

themselves do not experience jl comrnon concern or interest, groups
need to be more homogeneous."/I

Homegeneous characteri sti cs such as gender, I i fe stage and di agnosi s

facilitate the group interaction and establ ish supportive re'l ationships. An

overly honogeneous group may limit the opportunities for the members to

create and learn alternate attitudes and behaviors.

In forming the educational support group for my practicum, it v{as important

to recognize the common characteristics related to the illness such as

ì ifestyle changes, diagnosis, hospitalization, and participation in a

cardjac teaching program rather than pìace emphasis on the demographic

factors, such as age, leveì of education, geographic location, and culture'

The group model utilized in the practicum represented both homogeneity and

heterogeneity with its members (ie.) the homogeneous characteristics were

why peopìe were in the group and the heterogeneous features involved

individual perceptions and how each person was coping.

Rec ru i tment:

The recrui tment for the group i nvol ves the process of sel ecti on and the

criteria for el igibil ity. The procedure of recruitment considers the

nethods one will use to obtain an adequate number of potentiaì group

members, ie. voluntary participation, random invitation, individual
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caseload, physician referral , social work referral , etc. Groups which are

closed and time-limited tend to form a greater degree of cohesion. Stable

rnembership contributes to a higher group mora'le and a sense of harmony.

(Tosel and and Rivas 1984)

!re,

Pre-group planning of the educative intervention involves setting time-

frames with regard to the frequency and duration of the group. Review of

available data during the initial interviews can assist with some practice

decisions, Some questions to address include: How often wiìl the group

meet - daily, weekìy, nonthly?, When can they meet - day or evening?, How

long can members tolerate - 60 minutes, 90 minutes? These questions can

help establish timefranes within which to plan, modify and adapt the

educative intervention. Evidence ìn the literature suggests patients and

families have more questions, interest and need for direction during the

first six weeks after discharge (Rahe et al 1973, Hackett et aì 1975 and

Scal zi 1980).

Size:

Toseland and Rivas (1984) suggest that, "the group should be small enough to

allow it to accomplish its purpose, yet ìarge enough to pernit members to

have a sati sfyi ng experi ence. "72

It is critical for the worker to consider the purpose of the group and the

needs of the members when deciding on the size of the group. lly own

exerience suggests that adult groups with educational goals that neet weekly

can run effectively with four to eight members. A small group is usualìy

more cohesive, members interact more and hence, can provide a higher

potential to facil itate learning and positive change.73
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Space:

The physical and emotional cl imate is a salient feature of group

development. Pre-group activity to arrange space is often negotiated with

the organization. Considerations in pìanning and arranging space include

the physical structure such as the ìighting, noise level , type of furniture
and ventilation. A warm comfortable space helps to set the tone, helps to
forn channels of conmunication and build trust among the members. A mutual

aid systen is more likely to occur in a comfortabìe, and flexibìe
envi ronment.

Consequentìy, vrorker sensitivity and awareness of the various components

of group fornation have implications for how the facilitator might design

the educational intervention. These conditions can effect the degree of

adult ìearnìng and quaìity of the group experience.

Group Devel opment:

The concept of group development enphasizes the non-static n¿ture of group

I i fe. Groups have the capaci ty to "move through devel opmental stages

congruent with increased functions and as needs and desires become

mani fest. "74 Understandì ng and faci I i tati ng group deveì opment i s deep ìy

irnpìanted in the theory and practice of social work with groups.

The literature describes common characteristics of group development yet

each group experienceB has potential to extend beyond its boundaries. The

uncertainty and uniqueness of each situation is something that Schon cìaims

needs to be perceived as an ally and not a threat. The worker's ability to
reflect and plan "in action" alìows on-going changes and affirmations to be

nade, A "reflective practitioner" rvorking with groups can thus concentrate

on both the group's developrnent and the individual contributions.T5

Most models described in the literature propose that groups pass through

similar stages of development, ie. formation, middle and termination and
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stage. l,lhile there are various dimensions of group development, the

practicum study will review some of the characteristic features of two

models: the interactional and interpersonal models of group growth.

I nteracti on Theory:

Bales (1950) studied the pattern of interaction and exchanges that occur

among group members. His theory of interaction is based on small work

groups that are task-orientated. Bales found groups move through three

developmental stages. Each stage centers around a specific question and is

closeìy related to the three broad stages, beginning, middle, end. The

stages he i denti fi ed include:76

1) Orientation Stage - During this stage the group is concerned with

defining the purpose and addressing the question of "What is the

probl em?".

2) Evaluation Stage - Asks 'how do we feel about it?' Group members

have the opportunity to react and interact at the emotional ìevel

and deveìop a sense of working together around a certain activity
ie, ìearning to live v,ri th heart disease problems.

3) Control Stage - Àddresses 'what shoutd we do about it'. Involves

the decisions made about methods and interventions to achieve the

goal of the group. The stage completes the task at hand.

These stages may not necessarily occur in sequence but during the group's

l ifetime the members will need to address each of the questions. lmplicit
in the theory is that the group originates and exists for the purposes of

its menbers. The role of the group leader is to direct the group to the

issues at hand thereby facilitating its development. The interaction and

exchange among the members towards accomplishing the task is of rnaior

relevance to the group's ability to develop.
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Tuckman (1963) proposes a four-stage deveìopmental nodel with each stage

representing a specific issue. The issues identified in each stage must be

considered and resolved for the group to successfuìly move to the next

phase, Tuckman's 4 stages includes:13

1) Forming - This phase deals with issues of cofinonality. It invoìves

introductions and exchanging pìeasantries. The maior issues in the

forming phase are to build trust and confidence among the members.

2) Storrning - Stage of goal setting and deciding how to achieve the

goals. lssues of leadership, power, authority and control are

characteristic of this phase. Confl ict resolution is crucial for
further deveì opnent.

3) Norming - Stage of setting and understanding ruìes and negotiating
group norms. A sense of group cohesiveness is developing. Issues

of coìlaboration are features of the norming stage.

4) Performing - Stage of activity, It involves issues of decision

rnaking to work on the probìem or task at hand.

The models provide a structural framework for the patient educator to

anaìyze group interaction and assess the position of the group.

In the beginning stage (orientation/forrning), the learner enters an

unfamiìiar situation, and will likely rely on the structure and direction
provided by t faci'l itator to guide his/her behavior. The group facilitator
can best support the learner by creating a reìiable environment, ie. review

and establish the purposes, share the predictable outcomes, such as nutual

support, program pìanning and acknowledge the unpredictable outcomes,

In the middie phase (norming, evaluative), the ìearner is developing a sense

of self in the relation to the other group nembers. l,lhiìe the learner is
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supported by the educator, helping to
opìnions, the impact on the other

consi dered. The educator who accepts

collaboration is likely to influence the

express i ndi vi dual feeì i ngs and

group members i s simul taneously

and encourages co-operati on and

teachi ng-l earni ng process.

The end stage al Iows the Iearner to integrate the information and

perspectives of others with his/her own. The educative task is to value the

indivìdual contributions each learner brings to a situation' (Brundage and

Mackeracher 1980 ) .

I nterpersonal Theory :

Schutz (1960) proposes that groups originate and function to satisfy the

emotional needs of its members, The assunption is that members will be more

committed to making the necessary changes and accompìish tasks of the group

if their interpersonal needs are met, In his formulation of the Fundanental

Interpersonaì Relations 0rientation (FIR0) model , he identifies inclusion,

control and affection as the characteristics that group nembers exhibit.
Inclusion is the need to belong and feel included as a valuable member.

Control refers to the need to feel autonomous. Control i nvol ves the

decìsions and actions of the group as a whole. Affection is the need to

establish caring, supportive relationships. Schutz describes the

devel opment stages groups pass through as the I-C-A deveì opment pattern
(ie. ) inclusion, controì, affection' His stages of forrning and terminating

address these interpersonal issues among the group members. The model can

be useful for group facil itators if they are conducting experiential
I earni ng with groups.

Bion's and Slater's 1959-1966 developnentaì approach highlights the critical
issues a group may face and the time sequencing in which the specific issues

are likely to be confronted. Their model attempts to understand the

tendencies that presumably exist yrithin all humans. The first tendency is

to "engulf" oneself, to ioin to commit and become one within. The opposing
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tendency is to individuaìize, to separate, to become unique' They refer to

thi s tendency as 'estrangement' . These tÞ,0 tendencies create a tensi on

within a group structure as peopìe shift between the extrenes. A threat to

our unique identity and the need to beìong can produce anxiety.

Various strategies to equalize the opposing tendencies provide a deveìop-

mentaj sequence for understanding group process. "In it's ear'ly history,
groups deaì with their basic anxieties with primitive techniques; in time,

they develop more advanced, even productive approaches to handl ing these

basic tensi ons. "78

Leadership style is an influential element of change and growth. Is this
styl e group centered, I earner centered or task centered? To faci I i tate

ìearning in a group calls upon familiarity of the various educative

approaches, professional responsiveness and imaginative practice.T9

Flexibility, patience and reflective practice can help one to understand

some ofthe conpiexities of group work.

Several activities were involved in facilitating the group process of the

groups studied for my practicum. The faciì itative tasks included three

characteristics of a group that are: for a group to be together in time and

place, for a group to have a common task, and last for a group to share a

common purpose. Groups with these three characteristics wiì1 experience a

beginning, middle and end stage, The fornation of trust is the "pace maker"

in group growth. If trust is not developed, peopìe will be uncommitted,

suspicious and feedback will be rneaningless. The facilitative task in the

group of trust building invoìved references to individual contributions

throughout the neeti ngs, acknowi edgi ng i ndi vi dual di fferences and

commonalities which all were necessary for group growth and individual

learning, As members became more comfortable and tolerant with each other,

they were less cautious and more spontaneous. The group graduaì1y deveìoped

a leveì of trust that al lowed the group to share and exchange more freely.
In facilitating the groups deveìopment, it was important to provide some
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structure and direction ônd provide broad guidelines to allow ìearners to
function autonomously and develop a comfortable ìevel with each other.

The educative tasks during the group process included: an on-going

assessment of the learners interest and leveì of knowledge regarding the
program content material and discussion. It was important to promote a

non-threatening envjronment and allow exchange of information of individual
experiences to flovr freeìy; manage any environnental factors that may

interfere with learning; identify group members commonalities and

differences; and review and cìarify group expectations and goaìs. Some

other educative activities invoìved with the groups deveiopment were to
i denti fy gaps i n ì earni ng, deal wi th questi ons regardi ng pati ents medi ca l

conditions by directing the patient and famiìy to the appropriate heaìth

care professional ând encourage and allow questions and discussions among

group menbers to help them clarify and solve any misconceptions or problems

about thei r recovery .

i was able to learn more about the individual members as the group members

became more comfortable with each other. The group format remained semi-

structured and more flexibìe as I became more comfortable with the group.

The facilitative task was to heìp members respond freely to the conmon

purpose whi le respecting the privacy ând individual ity of each group

menber.

Understanding and faciIitating group deveìopment was he1 pfuì in pìanning the
patient education program for this particular group. A sensitivity to
learner needs and a clarity of purpose are two essentiai ingredients that
help facilitate the learning process in groups.
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CHÂPTER III

THE IIITERYENTIOI{

As discussed in Chapter I, the practicum study attempts to examine the

educative role for social work in patient education in a medical setting.
The intervention involved utilizing a group model wÍth heart attack patients
and thejr families hopefuiìy to aid in pìanning practice decisions, The

group experience was utilized as one mode of educating patients and their
faniìies. The group experience also aìlowed the use of some learning
principìes and conditions which shaped the formation and the deveìopnent of
the group. The sections that follovr include: description of the in-patient
cardiac teaching program and background to the study, a description of the

setting for the group and how the study population was recruited and

selected, Furthermore, a description of the group content, structure and

process is provided. The methods of eval uation used in this study are

outl i ned.
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Background to the Study - The In-Patient Cardiac Teaching Program:

Seven Oaks Generaì Hospital is situated in the north west quadrant of
[,linnipeg, and serves an ethnically-diverse community. As a young innovative
organization which opened in January 1981, the hospitaì provides comprehen-

sive geriatric programs and services plus acute medical care and surgical
services. The philosophy and values of the hospital includes the promotion

of educational activities related to health care. This combined with the
support and receptiveness of administration, fostered the implementôtion of
a comprehensive formal in-patient cardiac teaching program in 0ctober of
1983. The prograrn had its external impetus from the Manitoba Heart
Foundati on.

The in-patient cardiac program at Seven oaks General Hospital occurs on the
70-bed medical unit. Cardiac patients are admitted to a designated 20-bed

area of this unit. The average ìength of stay for MI patients is 14 days.
(15) patients per month on average are diagnosed with myocardial infarction
adrnitted to the cardiac units.* Typicalìy, the diagnosis is estabìished in
the intensive care unit. The patient's physician orders "cardiac teaching"
on the admission form to the cardiac unit.

Each discipìine obtains a consultation referral form. The cardiac team

provides individual teaching sessions. These individual teaching sessions
range from 20-40 mi nutes and are pl anned around speci fi c topi cs .

Information giving and instructions are carried out by the physician, nurse,
social worker, physiotherapist, occupationaì therapist, dietician and

pharmacist. Each team member is responsible for teaching a certaÍn aspect
of the cardiac program such as basic heart physioìog¡r, risk factors and

alternate ìifestyle behaviour. Family members are encouraged to participate
and sessions vary in frequency and duration depending on need. The sociaì
worker assesses the social situation, assists the patient and famiìy to
identify gaps in their learning and educates the patient and family in areas
of stress management and returning home.

*These stati sti cs were obtai ned from the hospi ta l ' s Heal th Records
Departnent (f986 ) .
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The patient receìves "Heart Talk", the teaching handbook distributed by the

Manitoba Heart Foundation and additional printed sheets on resuming such

activities as sexual functioníng, diet, medication and stress management.

Risk is a statistical term which is expressed in percentages and odds.

Cardiac risk factors are not intended to make predictions about individuals

but rather are factors identified that increase the likelihood of an event

occurring in a population of given characteristics. Risk factors

contributing to the ìikelihood of ô heart attack accepted by the medical

community and general public include: heredity, gender, diabetes, smoking,

a di et hi gh i n saturated fat, obesi ty, hi gh bi ood pressure, physi ca l

acti vi ty, and stress.

Daiìy documentation is done on the patient's health record regarding their
medical status, individual learning and progress. The patient's activity is

monitored by a step program.* (See Appendix A) Social work typicaìly sees

the patient and family prior to discharge, usuaììy on step 8. 0n completion

of the in-patient cardiac teachíng program, individuals are instructed to

call the specific team member or ask their physician if difficulties arise

after discharge. The hospitaì teaching tearn does no forrnal follow-up with

the patient or family. l,lhile the hospitaì provides a comprehensive

individualized teaching program to the cardiac patient, there Yras a general

concern expressed by members of the teaching team and the Manitoba Heart

Foundation regarding the lack of patient follow-up foìlowing discharge.

The practicum rvas not designed in isolation. Many informal discussion were

conducted with patients themselves, farnily members, hospitaì stâff and the

Director of tducation at the Manitoba Heart Foundation.

Setting for the Group and obtaining 0rganizationa'l Sanction:

AlI group sessions took place at Seven Oaks General Hospital during the

period from November 1986 to March 1987. The hospital was chosen for two
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reasons. First, recommendations from the cardiac teaching sub-conmittee at
the hospital indicated that there was a need for sone type of follow-up.
Secondly, as an employee of the hospital and the social worker on the

cardiac teaching team for a number of years, I hoped to make a contribution
to a program in which I was invested, on behal f of my colleagues I knew to

be dedicated. I was famil iar with the content of the program, the

organizational structure and the environmental conditions of a hospitaì, I
also had practice experience in understanding how illness and

hospital ization affected patients and family members.

Because of the implications of the practicum for future practice and as an

extension of service, it was necessary to have the practicum approved at a

number of different levels, An outline of my proposal and description of
the practicum was submitted, approved by the Director of Social Work, the

Administrator of Seven Oaks Hospital , the medical staff representative on

the Cardiac Teaching Committee, the Head of the Depart¡nent of Medicine and

the Medical Di rector. The practicum proposaì was al so agreed to and

approved on in principle by the hospital's Director of Educational Services,
members of the cardiac teaching sub-committee and the Director of tducation

at the l4anitoba Heart Foundation. Fornal approval to conduct the practicum

study took approximately six weeks. The hospital's primary concern was

patient confidential ity and access to patient health records, Physicians

and hospitaì administration required the assurance that participation in the

group wouìd be voluntary and asked that participants be nequested to sign an

consent form to participate. The demographic and socio-economic information

r',as gathered utiìizing the initial personaì interview and not by accessing

the patient's health record. Use of space, audio-visual equipment and

provi sion of beverages were arranged and approved by the appropriate

hospi tai departments.
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Study Population: (Recruitment, Selection and Size)*

Recruitment - Recruitment for the group was obtained from the social work

referrals received by the hospital Social l.lork Department for "cardiac

teaching". The recruitment process started on September 15, 1986. It lras

originaì'ly thought that there would be a sufficient number of referraìs from

Seven Oaks Hospital . The number of referral s, however, was lower than

expected. This may have been partly due to patients not meeting the eligi-
bility criteria established for the group and partìy due to the unpredic-

table nature of the cardiac condition, eg. reoccurrence of heart attack,

rehospitalization or scheduìed by-pass surgery. The experience with the

recruitment process led to the decision to extend the recruitment to

Misericordia Hospital and the Manitoba Heart Foundation. All referrals were

directed to the Seven oaks Hospital Social Hork Department. The cardiac

team $,as supportive and helped to inform the patients of the out-patient
educational support group while the patients were in hospital , The hospital

social worker, Gloria Dixon, initiated discussion regarding group

participation. If patients indicated a desire to attend the group and met

the e1 igibiìity crjteria, I arranged and conducted a personaì interview

either in hospital prior to discharge or at the patients home shortly after
discharge. The pre-group interview involved the assessment of potential
members, obtaining social econonic data, clarifying the group purpose,

discussing their expectations and informational needs and the conpletion of

two questionnaires. (Appendix E, H, J. - Patient onìy and Appendix G and H

Family onìy) These were compieted pre and post group, The knowledge test
which required scoring was to determine if there had been changes in

knowledge, lifestyle and attitude. The practicum consisted of two separate

groups. Each group met weekly for six sessions. The decision to recruit
participants for two groups was to: develop my skiìì and competence in

working with groups; compare individual reactions to various methods of
education and curriculum; and obtain information about the coffinon or

divergent issues raised by patients when they returned home.

*Utilizing the group formation conditions outìined in Chapter 2 and the
Seven Oaks General Hospital Guidelines for Groups t'lork - See Appendix B'
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l,lhile I received 24 referraìs in total for both groups, 17 Patients were not

selected, (See Appendix K) The reasons individuals were not selected for
the group were as follows: four patients remained in poor condition in the

intensjve care unit, three patients were scheduìed for by-pass surgery but

had expressed an i nterest i n such a group , two pati ents di ed (cause

unknown), three patients presented with a ìanguage barrier (German and

lJkranian), one patient agreed to participate but suffered a second heart

attack, one patient stated he was "not a group person", one patient stated

"he was oversaturated with information and did not have a need to
participate in the group", one patient was told by her physician she did not

need to attend an out-pati ent group, and one pati ent went on a hol i day

during the scheduled group times but had expressed an interest in such a

group,

I received 12 referrals for Group l and eight patients and fanilies were

interviewed, There were eight possible candidates for Group 1. I received

12 referrals for Group 2, of which eight patients and famil ies were inter-
viewed. For group 2 there were six possible candidates. Uhi.ìe I had hoped

to form a group ranging from eight to twelve members, Group 1 resulted in
eight members (four patients and four famiìy members) and six members

attended Group 2 (3 patients and 3 famiìy nembersr). Twenty-three referrals
were made fron Seven Oaks Hospital . One referral came fron Misericordia

Hospitaì. In spite of the originaì fear of not receiving a sufficient
nunber of referrals, the maiority cane from Seven Oaks Hospital .

The Population - The total patient population consisted of six males (86%)

and one female (14%). Four patients (57%) were between the ages of 46-60

and three (42%\ were between the ages of 61-75. Five patients (71%) had

received at least secondary education and were employed at the time of the

heart attack. The average length of hospital stay was 10.3 days. All but

one of the patients lived in their own homes.
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Alì patients identified a famiìy menber as their 'support person'. Six

(86%) identified their spouse and one (14%) identified a child. The famiìy

members ranged in age frorn 30-70. Five patients (7I%) of the famil ies were

empìoyed. (Table 3 outìining demographic characteristics is presented in

Chapter IV, page 80. )

Selection - The group was conprised of a consecutive non-random sample of

patients diagnosed with myocardiaì infarction and one family member or

significant other as identified by the patient to be their prinary support,

eg. gra nd-mother/9ra n d- daughte r, father/son, friend. Aì 1 patients iden-

tified a famiìy menber to be their prirnary support. Selection for the group

was based on the eligiblity criteria and an agreement to participate in the

group for a six week period, The inclusion criteria included: docunented

first MI as a primary diagnosis on the hospital discharge fact sheet;

compìetion of the cardiac teaching progran as indicated on the medical

record "teaching checklist"; ages 30-95 years; a written consent to

participate for a six week period; and a sufficient fluency in the English

language. Exclusion criteria included: faniìies of Patients who die in
hospital; patients diagnosed with a second heart attack or related heart

disease; patients with a psychiatric diagnosis; patients with Alzheimers or

0rganic Brain Syndrome; and long stay patients (those remaining in hospital

for 30+ days ) .

Since this was a first time and an exploratory study, I decided not to
restrict membership for seìection to any specific arouping, eg. patients and

spouses, patients onìy, specific age groups, geographic area of the

hospi tal ,

!j4 - The selection process was based on the eligibility criteria as stated

above, Despite the snall numbers, it was important to proceed lrith those

selected who were interested rather than wait until the numbers increased.

I decided that the quaì ity of the group experience v{as more important rather

than the number of people attending the group sessions. l.fhile the
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literature on group work theory hrould suggest 10-12 members as ideal for
educational purposes, the fewer rnembers allowed cohesion and trust to occur

earìy in the group's development.

ïime - Two consecutive groups were conducted, Each group ran for six weeks.

The total pre and post group time was 12 weeks, operating over four nonths.

Group l met l,lednesday evenings between 7:00 and 8:30 p,rn. from Novenber l2th
to December 17th, 1986. Group 2 met l,/ednesday evenings between 7:00 and

8:30 p.m. from January 14th to March 4th. Orignally each session r{as

planned for 90 minutes. Each session went at 'ìeast 90 minutes but more

often 120 mi nutes.

Space - Space and coffee were arranged through the hospitaì administration.
The Geriatric Day Hospital activity area was used for the group meetings.
It was chosen because it is a quiet comfortable area. The colours are soft
earth tones and the furniture consists of large padded chairs and lazy boy

loungers. The area is away from the visitor traffic area of the hospital
and the paging system is easily disconnected. This was arranged during the
neeting tines and helped decrease the number of interuptions during the
sessions, ie. during reìaxation training and exercises. The group was time
limited and closed. The closed group hel ped the cohesion and interactions
among the members which were important aspects of the group process.

ïhe Group - Content, Format and Development:

Discussion of the intervention that follows incìudes a description of the
salient features of the group content, format and developmentaì phases. (nn

overview of the intervention of groups l and 2 is il lustrated in Appendix

D.) I used this particular format for my own ìearning and found it useful

in identifying the group's position, individual needs and missed

opportunities.
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The Group Content - The educati onal content for the si x sessi ons was

partially modelled on the work of Rahe and associates (1973' 1975)' and

partialìy designed using the "areas of interest" indicated by the patients

and family members obtained at the initial interview (See Appendix C)' The

areas of interest most frequently identified by individuaìs included: the

reactions to the return home, the impact of the heart attack on the patient,

farnily and work situation, stress and stress management at home and at work,

and the impact of the disease on the lifestyle and future goals. other

specific subiect areas for discussion included diet, physical activity and

community resources. The Heart Foundation offered and made avaiiable

several resource material s such as films and pamphìets. Various

arrangements were nade accordingly to accommodate the needs of the group.

eg, Karen Johnston from the Manitoba Heart Foundation was a guest speaker

for Group 1. She presented an overview of the Manitoba Heart Foundation and

the role of the Foundation in the conmunity. Group 2 requested information

on the home exercise program and physical actìvity. The hospitaì's

physiotherapist, Eva Karpyza was a guest speaker at one of the meetings and

presented information on a home exercise program.

The Group Format - The format of the group was both educationa'l and

supportive. The group used both formaìity and flexibil ity in its attempt to

facil itate the learning process and promote the quality of life following a

heart attack. llhile many of the sessions were planned and the agenda was

presented, group members hôd their own agenda and much of the time was spent

facilitating discussion in the group. Patient and famiìy statements and

comments were frequently used to ensure the infOrmation remained relevant

for the learner. Some of the pìanning and organizing of the material

occurred as the group developed. At times the educative approach was topic

centered and problem centered, Teaching nethods included presentations of

didactic material , fiìms, use of a flip chart for visuaì effect,
facil itating ìarge and smaìì group discussion, guest speakers and Yrritten

material . The format of the group was directed to providing ìearning

opportunities that were of benefit to the patient and the fami ìies. Group
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nembers were encouraged to formulate and clarify general questions and

concerns they had amongst thenselves. Most sessions l{ere Semi-structured

aììowing for the f'l exibility within the tineframe for members to discuss

what was relevant for them. The beginning of each session was used to

summarize the previous meetings and allow for feedback on how the nembers

fel t. 0n-goi ng verbal feedback from the group hel ped to structure the

session material , During each group neeting time was set aside for verbal

feedback.

The topics for the group sessions dealt primarily with stress and management

of stress. The information and discussion focused on several issues related

to coping with the MI and the impact of ilìness on the family. Such a

format heìped to build trust and create a mutual support network arnong the

group nembers. The written feedback indicated that all group nembers found

the iarge and snalì gr"oup discussions was Íìost useful to their learning.
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Group Devel opment:

The lnitial Phase - The initial meetings of both groups were spent clari-
fying group purpose and recognizing commonality in the group, ie' the

experience of the heart attack, the completion of the Cardiac Teaching

Program in hospital , individuals time and experience at home. Members

introduced themselves and were asked to identify two changes that have

occured in their life since the patients left the hospital . This means of

introduction helped to stimulate discussion and identify many conunon issues

and individual differences. In studies of support groups following heart

attacks, Bilodeau (1971) and Rahe (1973) found that the initial meetings

dealt with the nature and irnplications of the iìlness and the individuals
struggìe to understand them. Many individuals expressed confusion and

misconceptions about areas such as nutrition, activity and the new medical

problem at home. This was true for rny group experience. Similarìy, the

group members in both groups found it necessary to describe the onset of the

heart attack and review their course in hospital . The changes identified
initially by the patients incìuded practical and physicaì changes (ie.)
driving, fatigue, diet. Family members found it necessary to talk about the

new awareness of this medical problem in the home. Family identified issues

reìating to changes in the home and the famiìy, ie, emotional changes,

change in communication. It seems beneficial to use group time to review

the hospital experience since each patient and family are re-arranging and

re-organizing their own life. Tetling one's story is a natural process

where one can begin to give and gain support.

The initial sessions were al so used to recognize, respect and val ue the

individual differences of the group rnembers. The differences become the

strengths for exploring aìternatives and facilitating learning. Individuals
were at various stages of their recovery and reciprocity resulted in higher

levels of adaptation and change. The first meeting for some group members

occurred a feþ, weeks after discharge and for some five months after
discharge (Post MI ranged from 6 - 25 weeks). None of the patients or
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fanily members had made contacts with each other while in hospital . The

first session with both groups was concerned with promoting an atmosphere of

confort and collaboration to help build trust and respect among the group

members. Some time was also used for reviewing the topic areas and planning

the foìlowing five weeks. The facilitator found it useful to review the

areas to ensure the information remained relevant for the group members.

The Mi ddl e Phase:

During the middìe phase, the group members seemed to experience a period of

arnbiguity and vulnerabiìity. The educative task vras to remain sensitive to

the individual needs of the group and facilitate the menbers to meet their
ovln needs. Cohesion among the patients deveìoped quickìy in both groups.

Age and gender did not pose any problems, Common anxieties and fears were

openly expressed among alì age groups. As group members recognized

simiìarities and differences amongst themselves, there was a comfort level

established which aìlowed the discussion of psychological and emotional

reactions to the heart attack both by the patient and the family. For sone,

the issues and discussion demonstrated a readiness to resume a more nornal

life pattern again. For others the recovery process was slower. Group

members openly acknowledged their frustrations and feeìings of irritabil ity
related to the physicaì changes. Frequent thoughts of death became real

issues of concern for all of the group. members especialìy the famiìy

members. The families discussed roìe changes and the feeling that they

"walked on thin ice" most of the time, The interaction among the rnernbers

and the individual reactions hopefuìly contributed to a feeling of group

cohesiveness as members could teach and help each other to deal with their
feelings. The cross-poììination of ideas and feelings in the smalì group

discussion helped to identify comnon Iinkages thus enriching the ìearning

experience for many members in the group. (Please refer to Appendix D for
specifics of the group process. )
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Termi nati on Phase:

The group was able to meet six consecutive weeks with one exception when a

meeting was postponed due to a storm. For some, the group provided a sense

of purpose and contributed to individual feel ings of self worth. Sadness

regarding termination of the group and inquiries into other support groups

was made by some of the group nembers during sessions 5 and 6. The reguìar
attendance indicated that patients had survived another week and each was

progressing. The last group meeting concentrated on reviewing the
objectives of the group and obtaining feedback on specific information,
teachjng nethods and personal experience which individuals found to be nost

heìpful and those aspects which were least helpfuì. The letting go stage

aimed at reorienting the individuals to the future. Members exchanged names

and phone numbers in the final meeting in both groups. The educative task
for the faciì itator throughout the group sessions was to ensure that the
informational needs were met and the enotions and feel ings which effect
one's ability to cope with illness were addressed and dealt with if
possible.

Methods of Eval uati on:

Evaluation of the intervention occured at various levels, Various forms of
eva'l uation were used to provide some degree of validity to the measure.

Formal evaluation of the group intervention included individual ìearning and

evaluation of the group process and outcome, Informal evaluation of the
intervention was based on the group experience and the observation of
others. The multiple measures heìped val idate the outcomes. Eva'l uation in
the report is defined as learning for use. It begins with a mind set which

is continual ly open to both the unexpected and expected: and includes
on-going, disciplined thoughtful reflection about practice (Hutton 1986).

Thus alI the outcomes discussed in the proceeding chapter are exploratory
and not the result of hypothesis testing or an inpact study of a particular
p rogram.
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The study addressed the fol I owi ng questi ons : Are out-pati ent educati on

programs which include family desirable in the overall care of the patient?

How? Why? Is an out-patient educationaì support group worthwhile? How did

patients and their families perceive the educational program? What did they

find most helpfuì and least helpful? Should such a group be repeated? Did

particuìar conditions of learning such as didactic teaching style, timing of

intervention or the state of readiness result in higher ìevels of learning,

adjustment and change? I,/hat would I repeat? or change? l'lhat issues does

the group experience raise for the social worker in the medical setting?

Eval uation of Individual Learning:

Pre and post group questionnaires were administered to the patients and

families. (See Table 2 for the data collection schedule, page 76) The

intervention (ESG) is the dependent variable expected to predict change.

The independent variables which attempted to expìain why the group may have

contributed to a particular outcome included: patient knowìedge, lifestyle
behavior, patient and famiìy attitude towards life in general . Indicators

of individual learning included the administration of a knowledge test, a

perception rating scale and participation in the group. The study focused

on education and support although I recognize that several interacting
variables such as personality traits, physical status, developmentaì life
stages are aiso critical to the recovery process. However these were not

i ncl uded in this study.

The Coronary Heart Disease Teaching Eva'l uation Form:

The Coronary Heart Disease Teachjng Evaìuation is a cognitive test of

cardiac heaìth knowìedge. The original test is a valid, reliable instrument

(See Appendix E), developed by Rahe and associates at the UCLA Medical

Center in 1975. The responses are based on the medicaì educator's require-

nents for the minimal amount of knowìedge of the cardiac condition an

individual should have in order to make informed decisions regarding his/her
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health. The questionnaire was adapted for the study and its intention was

to evaluate basic knowledge of coronary heart disease and identify miscon-

ceptions. Since the patients received in-patient cardiac teaching, the test
was adrninistered onìy to the patients. The questionnaire provided a system-

atic evaluation of the degree of knowledge patients already had and some

indication of educational success of the group experience, ie. post group.

Change in knowledge level was measured using a Likert scale to indicate
increased knowledge - no change - decreased knowledge, according to the

individual scores in specific areas, ie. nature of the disease, physical

activity, diet, srnoking, psychological factors, medication and returning

home.

Knowledge levels were also evaluated subiectively using individual state-
ments, concerns and questions during the initial group sessions and

comparing them to concerns in the finaì group session. }{ritten feedback

with regard to individual learning was obtained during the finaì sessions

(See Appendix F)

!..¡þ:Uls_!!3¡ges'

The 1i festyi e changes were eval uated usi ng sel f reporti ng neasures.

Patients and farnilies were asked to indicate the type of risk factors
relating to their situations. (See Appendix C and G)

The Cornell Personal Adjustment Scaìe:

The Corneìl Personal Adjustment Scale was used to measure the individual's
attitude and satisfaction with life (See Appendix H), The originaì scaìe

was conprised of three indices representing three dimensions of life, ie'
satisfaction, dejection and hopelessness. The level of adiustment was

obtained by sumrning the positive responses. The findings from the original
scale indicated the positive or negative nature of the attitude to stressful
life events. For the practicum, this scale was reconstructed in collabo-

ration r,Ji th a research consultant, Mr. Phong Duong, for scoring purposes.
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I,le felt the original tv{o-part scaìe (positive = l; negative = 0) presented a

negative bias. For exampìe, question 9 indicated a negative response for "l
make fevl pìans". In my judgement, I felt individuals who went fron making

'no pìans' to making 'few p'l ans' was evidence of an improved outlook,

indicating hopefuìness and optinism. A Likert type scale was formed which

ranged from 0 as most negative and 5 as most positive. Each score was

totalled adding up to 45 points.

Each category consisted of several châracteristic features:

0-15 - Poor Atti tude

- sees no satisfaction in ìife; feel s in Iow spirits most of the
ti me;

- not very satisfied at alì with easily upset by minor events;
- quick to blame others.
- experiences ìow seif esteem, blame and anger often directed at

others.
- expresses littìe hope for change or self improvement. Never asks

'what's good', aìways suspects negative consequence.

- on gua rdlth rea tened/c lose s door to opportunities, resists change

- high degree of mistrust and change of misinterpretation, always

suspicious.
- no future plans - pessimistic outìook - least Iikeìy to adjust

satisfactorily to major life events.

i5-30 - Fai r-Good Attitude

- has some but not a great deal of life satisfaction, is fair'ly
sati sfi ed with ì i fe;

- nay experience occasional feelings of uselessness and depression;

- able to recognize opportunity for self improvement;

- nore often wilì experience a sense of loss rather than feel
threatened;

- personaì and social resources are important, makes few plans,
progress and gains are gradual .

- adjusts to change with sone difficulty.
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30-45 - Excelìent Positive Attitude

- asks what's good in all of this, accepting of things that can't
change; views events as opportunities with something to gain;

able to function and perforn nost of the time;

- feel s a great deal of ìife satisfaction, and very satisfied with
personal Iife;

- makes many pìans, hardly ever considers one's life useless;

- has high self-esteem, never gives up hope for self improvement,

optimistic outlook, flexibìe progressive lifestyle;
- adapts well to change, accepts what is versus what if.

tvaluation of individual attitudes was also obtained through the adminis-

tration of a questionaire to test one's Positive Thinking. (See Appendix I)
The test was completed by alì the group participants and findings were

shared among the group members during one of the sessions. Multipìe

rneasures heìped to validate the outcomes.

Both self reporting, observations and perceptions documented over time by

the faciìitator also provided infornation with regard to individual attitude
before and after the intervention, eg, Patient Information form - Section C

- Question #2 (Pre Group) and Group Evaìuation form Section C, Question #7

(Post Group ).

Eval uation of Group:

tJriting a sunmary recording after each group session heìped me to evaluate

the group process. (See Appendix D) Evaluation of the group was measured

by attendance, level of participation, invoìvement, cohesiveness and

interaction. Informal process recording after each session with regard to
the verbaì and non-verbal behavior was a useful learning device, eg.

assessment of individual needs, missed opportunities to intervene and

faci I i tate.
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Individual Learning in the Groul:

patient and family comments, questions and concerns raised by individuals

were noted and compared before and after the group as an evaluative neasure

of ì earn i ng.

Aìl group sessions were audio-taped. Patients were requested to sign a

consent form pnior to participation in the group (See Appendix J). The

taping was done for educational and evaluative purposes. A useful learning

tool , the audio-tape allowed me to compare my retrospective understanding of

the group process with my understanding at the time of the group meeting'

The Educational Support Group Evaluation Form

0n-going verbal and written feedback during the group was used for purpose

of evaluation. A short questionnaire the Educational Support Group

Evaluation Form was adninistered at the final meeting to evaluate group

content, group structure, leadership styìe and individual ìearning. (See

Appendix F)
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DATA COLLECTIOI{ SCHEDULE

I NSTRIJMENT

Pre-Group (b weel( s
25 week s
post MI )

6-Heek Sessi ons
(ESG)

Post Group - (Lz ¡¿eeks
31 week s
post MI )

Coronary Heart Di sease
Eval uati on Form

( Knowl edqe )

PATI ENT
l-AwIi.LI
Is.0- ) PATTENT & FAMTI PATTFNT

I Atvt 1L I
{s.0. )

X X

Sel f Reporti ng Records
re: Percepti on of
I ndi vi d¡aì Risk Factors

( Behavi or )

X X X X

Cornel I Personal Adi u st-
ment Scale

I Atti tude )

X X X X

Patient Information Form X

Test For Posi ti ve Thinking X X

Educational Support Group
Eval uati on Form

X X
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CHÂPTER IY

GROUP IilTERYE¡{TION OUTCOI.ES

The results and findings presented here are exploratory and consist prima-

rily of quantative descriptive knowìedge. The chapter incìudes a presenta-

tion of the results of tvro questionnaires, ie. Coronary Heart Disease

Teaching Evaluation Forn and Cornell Personal Adiustment Scale. Measurement

of change was evaluated using patient and fanìly perceptions. The analysis
jncludes descriptive statistics to illustrate the frequency distribution and

avera9es.

Statistical analysis is established using chi square to rule out w change.

Statistical control is provided by using cross tabulations, eg. relation-
ship between ìength of tine post MI and difference in total risk factors.
The constant variables such as age, education, gender and maritial status

al so provÍde statistical controls.

The chapter wil l discuss the findings of the subiective questionnaires, ie.
the educati onal needs and ri sk factors , the Educati onaì Support Group

tvaluation Form. The feedback questionnaire was adninistered in the final
session of both groups to evaluate group content, structure, Ieadership and

individual learning. The outcomes of the intervention include narrative
descriptions that discuss individual ìearning, and common group issues,

The Population - The demographic characteristics of the patient population

are presented in Tabìe 3. The patient popu'l ation consisted prinarily of
empìoyed males between the ages of 46-60. The seven patients identified
"family members" as their support person. there was a total of 14 members

in the two groups.
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Characteri sti cs of Study Population

Percent

Number of Pati ents 7 100%

Gender: Mal e
Femal e

6
1

85.7%
t4.3%

Mari tal Statu s: Married
I,li dowed

6
I

85.7%
14.3%

Age Ra nge: 46-60
6r-75

4
J

57.r%
42.9r,

Empl oye d: Yes
Nñ

Â

2
71.4%
28 -6r.

PatientEducation: 6 - L2
Post Secondary

0ther

5

1

1

71.4%
14.3%
14.3%

Li vi ng Management: Bungaìow
2 Storey Home

Ap t. w/stai rs only

4
2
1

57 .L%
28.6%
t4.3%

Length of Hospi tal Stay:
10 days
11 day s
12 days
14 days
25 davs

L
1

2
I
1

28.6%
14.3%
28.6%
14.3%
74.31,

Length of Post MI: 6 weeks
7 week s
I week s

11 week s
L7 week s
25 week s

L
1

1

1

1

I

28.6%
t4.3%
14.3%
14.3%
t4.3%
14.3%

Identified Support t".roliour"

Da uoh te r/So n- i n-L aþ,

6
I

85.7%
14.37,

Supporter Age Range: 30 - 45
46-60
61 -75

J
3
1

42.9%
42.9%
14.3%

Yes
No

Supporter Empì oyed: 5

a
7r%
29%
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The Knowl edge Tes t:

The 'Coronary Heart Teaching Educatíon' Form deveìoped by Rahe et all (1975)

was adapted for purposes of the practicum. The original questionnaìre had

been pretested with 1 patient and two friends who were not incìuded in the

study, I learned the value of pretesting. The length of the questionnaire

and wording of some of the items were noted and modified.

The Coronary Heart Teaching Evaluation Forrn was admìnistered to the seven

patients in both groups. Refer to Table 4 for the pre-test and post-test

scores. The test was comprised of seven sections (A-G) which included:

nature of the disease, physical activity, diet, smoking, psychoìogical

factors, medications and relurn to home and work. Each section was scored

on the basis of the nunber of correct responses out of the total nurnber of

possible answers. The total correct score is 22. The table il lustrates the

nunber of patients who correctly answered each question.
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@tEl'
Knovrledge Test - # Patjents onìy answered correctly to each question.

SECTION A
Nature of Di sease

PRL PUS I

A1 =3
A2=7
¡3=3

Al=5
A2=7
t3=2

SECTION B

Physi cal
Bl=5
82=6
83=7

81 =6
82=6
B3=7

stcTl0N c
Di et

Cl=7
C2=3
C3=6

CI=7
C2=6
^'> - '1

SECTION D

Smok i nq
DL=7
n2=7

D1 =7
ù2=7

SECTION E

Psychol ogi cal Factors
El=3
E2=5
E3=4
F4=5

E1
E2
t3
F4

6
5
6
7

SECTION F
Medi cati on

Fl =6
F2=6

FI=7
F2=7

SECTION G

Return to Home and l,lork
Gl =4
G2=6
G3=7
G4=6
c5=5

Gi=5
G2=7
G3=7
G4=7
G5 = 7

The responses in Section A indicated that some patients thought the danage

jn a heart attack is due to too much fat in the blood. Seventy-one percent

had knowìedge that the heart attack was due to little blood in the heart
nuscle. AII the patients knew that a scar formed to heal the heart.
Patients had different perceptions of the heaìing process. Seventy-one

percent identified three to six month time allowed for the heart to heal .

l,lith regards to physical activity, only twenty-nine percent (2) thought one

should remain on bed rest two to three weeks after hospitalization the

correct response was that this statement was false. All the patients were

aware that there was a gradual resumption of activity. Patients nade

reference to their therapists "and the written material".
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Littìe change was noted with the infornation and questions regarding diet.

Patients and families seemed to have fairìy good understanding of the place

of diet and diet information. Significant change was noted to question C-2

in the post testing. Most of the patients answered true to the statement

that patients who are overweight tend to develop heart attacks. One patient

in Group I in particular spent time reading and investigating various diets

and studies regarding cholestorol leveìs etc. He would bring some new

information or ìiterature to the weekly sessions for the group' Some

members were interested while others vrere less interested in nore diet
i nformati on.

Smoking questions, Section D, were designed to assist the post MI smoker in

setting realistic goal s for themselves. One-hundred percent of the patient

popuìation answered these questions correctly. Two members identified
themselves as smokers, One quit at discharge fron hospital and one patient

continued to smoke but has decreased the cigarettes from 20 per day to two

per day. This is recognized in the study as an improvement.

Statenents regardi ng the psychol ogi cal factors focused on stress and

relaxation. Fifty-seven percent (4%) of the population agreed that people

who don't take time to relax, develop heart attacks. (Pre Group) The post

test indicated eighty-six percent or 6 patients, agreed with the same

staternent suggesting that priorities may have changed and relaxation was

better understood by the patient population. 0ne-hundred percent agreed

that peopìe who tend to develop heart attacks take their work and life very

serìously. Statenents regarding return to home and work showed some

significant change occurred in pre and post testing. This suggests that as

patients reaiize the inpact on family and the home that many recognize some

of the stresses that sorne of the familìes had to cope with during the crisis
and conva I e scence.

The total number of correct nesponses is 22.

test and the differences, see Table 5.

For the total pre and post
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ÍABLE 5 - Knowledge Test - Total Scores and Difference

Pre and
Pre POSE Dl l tere nce

19
18
16
L2
16
19
15

20
1.7

2L
22
2L
19
22

1+
-1

5+
10+

5+
0
7+

Seventy-0ne percent (5) demonstrated an irnproved level of knowledge about

aspects of their condition. Fourteen percent (1) showed a decrease and

fourteen percent (1) had no change. The majority with an increase or
improved level of knowledge nay suggest that information given in hospitaì
i s retai ned.

ln terms of the learning effect, repetition and cìarification of information
facilitates learning. Family involvement and increased awareness contri-
butes to patient ìearning. Patients remain concerned about informationaì
items after they leave hospital. Some misconceptions identified during the
group discussions included how the heart heals and recovery time, the
meaning of extreme fatigue and resurning normaì activities.

Most patients demonstrated good understanding in aìI areas of their cardiac
óonciition, Frequent reference was made in the groups to the in-patient
teaching material . The study of the group experience also demonstrated that
patients become more aware of their feel ings about their families, as well
as their disease after group participation. In view of the positive verbal
and wri tten feedback and the changes noted i n the knowl edge and under-

standing of aspects of the cardiac condition, the group allowed for greater
ì earni ng opportunities.
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Behavi oral L i festyl e Change:

Lifestyle behavior was evaluated by the change in the type and frequency of
risk factors as they were perceived by the patient and family. Please refer
to Table 6 for a sumrnary of some of the findings, The changes are measured

by the difference indicated pre and post group, This means the lower the

different score the more common the perception of change among the group

nembers.

Prior to the group, fifty-seven percent (4) patients identified snoking as a

risk factor. Fourteen percent (1) patient stiìì perceived smoking as a risk
factor. While fifty-seven percent (4) had a diet high in saturated fat, all
the patients nade the necessary change by the end of the group sessions.

Eating and shopping patterns r{ere discussed in both groups and information
was frequently shared among the individuaì group menbers.

All patients based on group discussions seemed to be fairìy compliant. For

exanple, they were fol lowing their waìking program. Forty-three percent (3)

mernbers joined the Refit Centre during or at the end of the group session.

All were seeing their physicians on a regular basis. None of the patients

had major set backs related to their heart. One patient however developed

some other medical problems and he required hospital ization soon after the

last group session, the impl ications are that patients will seek education,

knowl edge and guidance.

An interesting observation of the findings was the perception of stress at
home and at work. The pre-test indicated that two patients perceived stress
as a risk factor, while six family members at the pre-test identified stress

at home as a major risk factor. Patient perceptions of stress changed by

the end of the group sessions, This finding suggests individuals wilì have

di fferent i nterpretati ons of stress . Learni ng to i denti fy stress and

gaining an awareness ai lowed some patients to better nanage stress foì ìowing

a major heart attack.
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There was not statisticaì significance (0.2899) in the reìationship between

the total changeable risk factors and the ìength of post l*ll time.

Table 7 represents the educational needs identified by the patient and the

family. It is interesting to note that stress management was identified as

an educational need by most the family members and by forty-three (3) of the

patients. The family members seemed to have a better understanding of
stress, Family members priorized the foì lowing as requiring further
information and discussion and the impact of the MI on the patient, family

and v,¡ork situation, impact on ìifestyìe and future goals. Topic areas the

patients identified included, impact on lifestyle and future goa1 , signs and

synptoms, and diet. Discussion of smoking habits or any further information

or education on smoking vias not an educational need.
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TABLE 6

Risk factors perceived by patient and family before and after the group

i nterventi on.

PAT NT PER A! Y PERCEPTION
PRL PUS I UI PRL PUS I DIFF

Farni ì v 4 4 0 3 4 1+

Gender 6 6 0 6 6 0

D i abe tes 0 0 0 0 0 0

smok i no 5 1 -4 4 1 t

Hiqh Blood Pressure 0 0 0 0 0 0

0verwei qht 2 1 1 0

Diet Hioh in saturÞd Fat 4 0 -4 2 -L

L ack of Exerc i se 0 -5 7 -1

stress at Home 2 0 -2 6 2 -4

Stress at Work 4 2 -¿ 4 ¿ -2

TABLE 7 - Educational Needs

PERCEPTION OF: PATI ENT S. O. /FAMI LY
llas supporE person lnvorveo les
in teachi ng program? No

Nôl'aêFfâin

+
3
0

I
Â

I
Neeos I nlormatt on on:

A) reaction to return home No-5
Yes - 2

No- 7

Yes - 0
B,l ReACtr0ns to beìng an rn-patìent N0-4 No-/

Yes - 0
, 5r gns ano symptons NO - ¿

Yes - 5
NO

Yes
+
3

D) Impact of MI on patient, family,
vrork .

NU - 0

Yes - 2
NO-l

Yes - 6
tress Management NO - +

Yes - 3
NU - T

Yes - 6
F ) 5mok ì ng No-õ

Yes - 1

No-6
Yes - I

, ur el NO-J
Yes-4

NO-0
Yes - 2

H) Impact on
goaì s.

tyl e re NU - I
Yes - 6

NO-U
Yes - 7
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The Cornell Personal Adjustment Scale:

The fi ndi ngs fron the Adjustment

Thinking Test are ilìustrated in
represented in Tabl e 10.

TABLE 8: Total Scores - Patients
Adjustment Scal e/Posi ti ve Thi nki ng
Test.

Scale and the results of the Positive
Tables 8 and 9. The total scores are

TABLE 9: Total Scor€s - Fani ly
Adjustment Sca le Scores/Positive
Thi nki ng Test.

TABLE 10: Iotaì Scores - Adjustment Scale 0nly

Patr ent
Pre: 0-15 Poor - 0

15-30Good - 4(57%\
30-45 Excellent - 3 (43%\

Fani ly
Pre: 0-15 Poor - 0

15-30Good - 3G3%\
30-45 Excellent - 4 (51%)

Post: 0-15 Poor - 0
15-30Good - 2(29%l

30-45 Excellent - 5 (71%)

Post: 0-15 Poor - 0

- 
15-30 Good - 0

30-45 Exceìlent - 7 (100%)

The findings from the Adjustment Scale showed that there were no patients or
faniìies that demonstrated the negative attitude as described in Chapter

III. The naiority of the population were good positive thinkers falling in
betweeen the range of 15-30. A significant improvement in the patient group

is noted and a greater improvement in the fanily component.

Patien Pre Post score ôf

EI

D

E

F

(:

+J

39

22

23

20

41

28

')'l

29

35

22

41

39

9('

60

4t

53

52

59

58

Fami lv Pre POSÌ. sc0re 0t

B

c

D

E

F

G

¿+

45

20

18

a?

39

39

43

34

35

33

43

41

Ðo

63

57

51

57

62

60
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The famil ies had nore improvement in their attitude. All the famiìy members

|,ere either good or excellent positive thinkers. The post group findings

found that a] I the famiìy members demonstrated an excellent positive

attitude. The data suggests that family are able to find more life satis-

faction and possibìy feeì more confident themselves and in their 'ì ife
situation. Evidence of pìanning and future goal setting was occurring

again. A mone optimistic outlook was identified by most group members' The

attitude questionnaire was administered to Ùhe total group poPu'l ation before

and after the group. 0f the fourteen group members, 36% reported having a

more positive outlook as a result of the group experience. Hhile fear and

anxiety about the future remained a concern, people were able to discuss

this more openly and start to deal with some of the issues of Ioss. The

findings suggest the group experience may have been nore positive for the

fami ly menber than patient,
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GROUP LEARIIIIIG A}¡D EYALUATIOII OF THE II{TERYEilTIOI¡

Individual Learning in the Group: (the subiective questionnaire)

A questionnaire was distributed to the patient and family at the pre-group

interview. one question asked: "At this mofiment what do you think about

your situation?" (See Appendix C and G) The patient responses consisted of

the fol l owi ng:

Pt. A - "l feel very good. "

Pt. B - "Sometimes I feel like screaming with the family telling what I can

and cannot do" (reference to sister who visits daily).
Pt. C - "I feel hopeful but scared and worried about a lot of things."
Pt. D - "I feel useless."
Pt. E - "i feel frustrated, disappointed, unhappy with myseìf. My famiìy

have been telling me for years, but I'd never listened."
Pt. F - "I'm adjusting favourabìy. "

Pt, G - "Very uncertain."

Family members were asked the same question prior to attending the group.

Their coÍments and responses are as follows:

S.0. A - "I feel I need to relax and have a normal life again. I feel as

though everything revoìves around the heart attack."
S.0. B - "I didn't know about the teaching progratn. I worry about her more

now. "

S.O. C - "was left out in the cold through all of this"
- "hopeful but app rehen s i ve "

S.0. D - "I have to depend on my husband to tell ne things and he doesn't

tai k rnuch these days,"

- "I was glad I spoke with the pharmacist, dietician, social worker,

doctors and nurses at the hospital before he came hone."
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S.0, E - "This program was never offered to me,

- "I,las not involved with the teaching program. Should I have been?"

- "I keep everything to myself anyways."

S.0, F - "I'n so grateful he's alive and I have to support the best way I
can . "

S.0. G - "I'm not sure about a lot of things."
- "Uncertain about work in particular. I was involved with alI the

teach i ng. "

At the initial neeting in both groups, nembers were asked to describe how
'I ife has been for them since the heart attack. They were asked to describe
some of the changes (at least two) which have occurred since the discharge
from hospital , The connents that foìlow suggest patients and families
experience major and minor physical and emotional changes after they leave
hospital .

Patient A: "I'm frustrated alot of the time, I used to be very independent,
now I have to watch others shoveì the snow or pick up the
groceries. I'm impatient and it's been hard for ne to try and be

more patient with ry family in particular. The major change for
me is that I'm thinking of retiring this year because of the
heart attack. The thought of leaving work is very diffìcult
because it's been ny ìife. Another change is just the weakness I
have. I have to iie down in the day, I never had pain before
and I now I have pain."

Famiiy A: (t.life) "There have been major changes in our diet, exercise and

our attitude. There are alot of enotional things happening. The

heart attack seerns to control the famiìy now, There's the new

awareness of this heaìth problem in our home. The farnily feeì
Iike we're walking on thin ice. No one Hants to excite him and

we all get nervous when he gets excited, l,lhat do you do?"

Patient B: "It's been hard for me to start-up again. I was aìways very
actiye and now I can't do alot of the things I used to. I had to
ìearn to enjoy chicken and I've never liked chicken."

Family B: (Daughter) "I'm alot more afraid of what she's doing.
worried if she's not hone when I phone."

I get
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Patient C: "The changes since the heart attack has been enormous. I have ny

own business. I own a gravel truck and I'n just not sure if I
can do that anymore. I still can't beiieve that this happened to
me, It's very frustrating being home aìl day. The diet,
exercise and rnedications are structuring my 1ife."

Family C: (l,life) "The major change for us has been the roles. I've taken

on a new job and it's frustrating sonetimes when I come home and

he's been home al ì day. The major change has been having him

home alì day and seeing him so weak and tired. I hope that will
change. "

Patient D: "Major change is that my wife has to drive now. This nakes ne

very nervous. I've aìways been very fast paced, a go-getter type

of person. I find it very stressful when my wife drives and I
hope that this will change."

Farnily D: (!,life) "Major changes are that were more confined to the home, I

find I can't even go out to the grocery store for very long. l¿e

don't see many of our friends any¡nore. I feeì guiìty if I leave

him alone to go out myself."

Patient E: "I feeì ìike a prisoner in my own home, I've had to quit
smoking. i need to lose 60 pounds of which I've lost 27. I am a

watch repair man and not working and I don't know what kind of
work I can do after I recover from this, I'm stilì not

comfortable telling people that this happened to ne. The maior

change is that Irm tied up at home, I feel miserable and

frustrated relying on others. I don't ìike being by myself alone

for too long. I'm afraid to lie down."

Family E: (l.life) "I find I don't telì him things that wilì upset hirn. 0ur

lifestyle has sìowed down quite a bit."
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Patient F: "I've listened to everything that people at the hospitat and the

doctor have told me, I've been doing things very graduaily and

it hasn't been too much of a probìem."

ElljlJ. F: (l,life) "Maior changes are in the diet. l,le go to bed ear'l ier now.

l,le still go out but we cone home earlier. I'm responsible for
driving but hopefulìy not for long. l.le also have a different
attitude about our life since this happened. l,le're more gratefuì
for the small things since the heart attack. The way I sleep has

changed. I find I wake up 2-3 times a night to make sure he's

okay, "

Patient G: "I felt disabled when I left the hospital . I couldn't manage the

stairs at first in our apartment and I stilì don't fee 100%. I
felt I lras discharged too earìy. I was only on Step 7. I have

strange feeìings in my chest that I can't account for. Those

were never there before. I feel our ìives are changing everyday

since this has happened and we are always in need of information
to keep things on track. It took me several weeks to real ize
what had happened to me. I was in shock for the ìongest time,"

Family G: (I.life) "The greatest change for me was having to learn to drive
. after 45 years of never knowing how to drive. I realized at that
tine how dependent I vras on him for alot of things. l.le realized
we couldn't reìy on friends to do the driving for us. The

changes have been in the way we shop, the way we eat, the way we

read the labels. l,le've changed our ìifestyìes fron extreme to
ìiving more in moderation. The heart attack has changed the way

we feel and I think our way of thinking has changed for the rest
of our lives."

The Educational Support Group Evaluation Fom:

A feedback questionnaire was distributed at the final meeting in both

groups. (See Appendix F) It was compìeted by patients and family members.
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Given the choice, most mernbers (71%) signed the evaluation form. Members

were asked the foì ìowing questions with regard to their ìearning: l{hat was

the most significant learning for you?; l.las the group heìpfuì to you .in any

way with ¡,orking through any difficulties you may have had? Should the
groups continue on a regular basis? If such a group were to be organized
again, what changes wouìd you suggest? l,las anything not discussed in the
group meetings that you would have ìiked to discuss? Has the group in any

rlay contributed to any changes in your lifestyìe/attitude after your MI?

Can you describe what has changed? Any other conrnents/su g ges ti on s ?

The most significant learning identified by the patients was to ìearn that
they were not alone in their situations.

Sorne responses from the patients were: "A lot of peopìe are in the same

boat"; It's inportant to keep v{orking hard at making the changes."; "Knowing

it takes time to recover. "; "sharing our frustrations with our daiìy
struggles."; "Being aware of what's normal vrith a heart attack"; "Knowing

the changes we can make i n negati ve atti tudes and shari ng the same

experience with others.' s very hard to lose weight."; One member

stated "everything" was significant learning.

The fact that the patients alì had survived the heart attack and were able
to attend a weekìy meeting reassured them they were progressing but at
different rates. The recovery is a gradual process. The group experience
heìped provide a sense of chalìenge, purpose and hope again for most of the
pati ents .

The most significant learning identified by sone of the famiìy members was

ìearning more about the patient. Forty-three percent (3) said they ìearned
about their husband's feelings about hís condition. They commented that
this wouldn't have been discussed at home. Family mernbers also identified
the information on stress management heìped them learn and understanding
more about ways to cope with stress. Forty-three (3) families found
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learning to reìax was nost significant. The responses by family included:
"Learning about ry husband's anxiety and feel ings about his condition. He

probably would not have expressed it if not in the group"; "I didn't realize
how depressed he was. It heìped to know others vrere too."; "Learning about
the circumstances of others and reaìizing how lucky we were that he

survived."; "Coping with different kinds of stress and learning to relax,";
Reviewing the risk factors.'; "Learning to relax and breath properly.";
"Know that families need information too, we need to know what's happening

and why. ".

0f the total members in the group when asked if the group was helpful in any

way with working through any diffículties after the heart attack, fifty
percent (7) responded that it helped most of the tine and fifty-seven
percent (8) responded it was a great help. One hundred percent (14) agreed

that out-patient groups for both heart attack patients and their support
persons or families should be continued on a regular basis. l,lhy ? The

responses given incìude: "It was helpful to talk to people in the same

position. "; "It helped us to cope. "; "It's especially useful for first
time patients and farnilies."; "I learned about nyseìf in six weeks. "; "It
helps with difficulties that come with time as peopìe get better or worse.";
"Ex-patients or out-patients tend to find themseìves on their own"

When asked i f the group contri buted to any changes i n the i ndi vi duaì ' s

iifestyle or attitude after their heart attack, all rnembers responded that
it had. Some of the changes described by the family members are:

"l have better understanding of heart attacks.";
"It's opened areas for change in ny regular lifestyle that could have led
to future probì ems. ";

"The group helped me to realize that some things have to change. It
creates this awareness for the famiìy.";
"It helped me to know how vulnerable we all are when you least expect
it. ";

"I feeì I appreciate more the day to day ìife and my spouse being around
mo re. t';
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- "l learned that attitudes can change when I realize others experiences are
similar to mine. It's stilì very hard to lose the weìght and easier to
qui t smoki ng. ";

- "i real ize that there are changes that have to be made and coping with
these changes will heìp rny husband to recover. ".

The patient's response to the question "can you describe vrhat has changed?"

i ncl uded such statements as:

- "I know how to cope with my otn situation."
- "I can ask my doctor more questions."
- "It's made me realize that I tras personally selfish and not seeing the

worry that I was giving rny wife and children.',
- "I'm not as apprehensive. "

- "I know that I'm not alone in this. Thing's do get better eventuaììy.',
- "I find I am more tolerant and nry ìifestyle is more quiet.',

some changes and considerations suggested by the participants for future
groups i ncl ude:

1) Number of Meetings - AlI nembers agreed evening meetings each week were
adequate. One member suggested it would be heìpfu1 to start ôs soon
after the heart attack as possible. Twenty-nine percent (4) suggested
eight to ten rneetings would be better while seventy-one percent (10)

agreed six sessions were a sufficient number.

2) The Time or Length of the Meetings - Forth-three percent (6) felt two
hours is better eg. could have longer smaì1 group discussions. Meetings
should not be planned during the Christmas or holiday season.

3) The Size of the Group - People suggested eight to ten menbers would be a

"good size". One menber also thought a range in age from 30 to 70 would
be helpful to include some younger members. Groups should have both men

and women.
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4) The Leadershi p

- leader helped people get involved and participate
- was organized and prepared

- guidance give caring attitude, made resources available
- made rel axed atmosphere

5) The Location - Suggested that aìl hospitals shoujd provide such a group,

Preferably close to one's residence.

6)Any Other Changes - Two suggestions were made by family members:

- more small group discussions for fami ly members so famil ies had more

time on their own;

- information on the danger signals of a heart attack particuìarly for
fami ly rnembers

- the reactions of different drugs for the patient.
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CHÄPTER Y

DISCUSSIOII:

^Patients and families experience discomforts foìlowing hospitalization. The

findings of the study reaffirm the knowledge that enotional changes occur
long after th event of the illness. The out-patient educational support
group provided a positive emotional experience and contributed to individual
learning, The group helped to diminish members feeìings of heìpìessness and
i solation. My findings agree with other studies that convalescence is a

period of emotional chalìenges. (llishnie et. aì, 1971, Bilodeau et. al .

1971, Doehrman r977, cohen and Lazuras 1979) The educational support group
appeared to be of benefit to MI patients and their famiìy members,

This study had several ìimitations. The sampìe was srnaìì and precludes
generaì ization beyond the MI popuìation at the hospital studied. The
evaluation was an initiaì step towards identifying and specifying some areas
which may warant further study in the field of patient education, My

novice attempt to design the evaluation of the outcome was intended to
generate nore specific research questions and hypothesis, eg. How were those
not selected adjusting to the changes? Are famiìy menbers experiencing a

stress related iilness? Because of the multipìe interventions invoìved, it
would be extremely difficult to state that a program or group was effective
if it resulted onìy in improved knowìedge or attitude or claimed that
increased knowledge leads to changed behavior patterns. Numerous variabìes
were identified in the preìiminary stages of selecting the focus of stu-dy,
ig. social support network, cost benefit issues such as rehospitalization,
mortaì ity rates. This, however, were redirected and I imited to an

educationaì perspective and the conditions which affected the learning
process for patients and their family members. The other limitation was the
non-randomnization and the lack of a control group.

The Knowledge Test indicated a change in the individuals level of
knowledge. The fact that such small gains are seen for most sections
suggests a positive link between infornation giving and level of knowledge.
There is evidence in the l iterature that indicates when the selected
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population of patients with similar medical problems are involved in a

planned systematic education program, they are more knowledgabìe and better
able to cope t{ith treâtment reginìen then those who are not involved in a

comparable experience. (Linden and Janz 1979, Miìazzo 1980 and Barbarowicz
et. al. 1980)

comments made by both patients and families indicate that information
seeking is an on-going coping skill which peopìe develop over time and is
necessary to help adapt to the changes during recovery from an ilìness.
Through observation and feedback in the group, it was clear that some famiìy
members feìt they were insufficently informed about the cardiac condition.
The patients found some information more useful than other.

The findings reìating to the behavioral changes suggested that patients made

some changes over time following the hospital ization. Changes in one's
srloking pattern and physicaì activity occurred during the pre and post group
period' The findings indicated a discrepancy in the perception of stress at
home and stress at work "as a risk factor". Family members were more likeìy
to identify sÈress as a risk factor in the patient's ìifestyìe, then were
the patients themselves, All the group menbers believe that irnproved
behavior or ìifestyìe meant better health. trlhile the findings could not
establish a cause-effect relationship, it does suggest a I ink between
patient education and health status. Those who felt that reinforcements
were under their control seemed more likely to engage in learning activities
that promoted this physical and enotional welì being. Eighty-three percent
(13) were actively engaged in various seìf irnprovement activities, eg.
members at Refit centre, practicing reguìar relaxation exercise, monitoring
patterns of smoking and eating, One patient was able to decrease the number

of cigarette smoked from 20 to 2 per day. Most of the group members

supported this progress and it was recognized as a great improvement
folìowing the hospitalization. One patient who expressed extreme difficuìty
following the diet and losing weight believed that he had ìittle control
over his weight. Patients and famiìies feit that motivation was higher
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shortìy after the hospitaìization but seemed to decrease in time. It seemed

that goal setting was able to give patients the impetus to participate in
their rehabilitation. It was more difficult for people to set goal s if
their recovery was not as they expected. As patients experienced success

during their recovery, the self esteem improved and they were less ìikely to
be dependent on others, eg, manage stairs, drive.

The results of the Adjustment Scale indicate improvement in the attitudes of
al I the group members. This suggests possibìy that individuals are nore
likeìy to be content, satisfied and less anxious about their future when

given the opportunity to participate in their own 'learning and learning
about others that are in a similar situation. people learn at different
rates and in such diverse ways and it is important to employ many educative
methods to bring about change in attitudes and behavior. Learning is
rnaximized in situations which promote free and open cornmunication and a

shared evaluation of the ìearning, As individuals are exposed to the
alternate views of dealing with the situation, they have nore opportunity to
learn different ways to cope.

The P racti cum:

The practicum demonstrated that patients and fanilies experienced discon-
forts during post-hospital convaìescent phase. people have concerns related
to generai fatigue, irritabi lity, role adjustrnents, impact on the famiìy and

changes in the patterns of ìifestyle that surface after the patient returns
home. The educational focus t,ith the out-patient group ì{as to help patients
and families Iearn to identify and mobilize their strength for a more

satisfactory adjustment to a change event.

It is important to know hovr patients and family menbers perceive their own

situations and educational needs before meaningful patient education can

take pìace. During the recruitment process, most patients reacted
positively to the initial contact. Group members regarded the social
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worker's efforts in their behaìf as an indication that the hospital was
interested in them and that they in turn had a valuabìe contribution to make
to the hospi tai program.

There was a clear indication that the heart attack had an impact on the
daiìy ìives of the patient and farniìies. The individuaì perceptions varied
regarding their stay in hospitaì and their experience with the heart ôttack.
several conmon practicaì, physicaì, and emotionaì changes surfaced in both
groups and are worth mentioning at this point.

The practical changes related prirnariìy to the sudden changes in one,s
Iifestyle and the attenpts to manage the risk factors. Most people
conmented that their ìifestyle became "very structured", with different
routines to folìow with their diet, physicaì activity and their medications.
Group members especiaì ìy the wives noticed the difference in their patterns
of shopping, cooking, and eating. A major difficulty was the change ìn the
level of physical activity. This addressed issues of independent and
dependent roles, Patients described feelings of loss related to health and
independence. They had to reìy on friends and famiìy members for some of
the practical activities such as transportation, banking, shopping, medical
appoi ntnents. Dri vi ng and dependency on others for dri vi ng was an
overriding thene for many of the patients. It seemed frorn the discussion
that patients received inconsi.stent information with regard to driving.
l,lhile some patients were told they could drive within a month, others were
told they could drive within a three month period,

The loss of the ability to perform certain tasks had a profound impact on
most patients and famiìy rnembers, eg. shovel snow, stairs. patients learned
that farniìy members had to manage rnany of the stresses duríng the
hospi tal i zati on. pati ents al so I earned that fami ì i es had more
responsibility when they came home. one wife commented, "while they're in
hospital you just do it. It's not until he gets home that you have to try
to cope with normal ìife again.". The living arrangement was a concern for
some' One couple had to move their bed to the nain level for the first
month after the MI .
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Peopìe experienced several physical changes. patients seemed to have a good

understanding of what happened to their heart, They knew that a scar had

formed or was being formed, Sone expected the healing time to be about
three months while most believe it took 6-12 months to heal . The group

members frequently nade reference to the 'Heart Talk' book and the hospitaì
information. The most difficuit adjustment described by alI the group

members was the loss of physicaì strength and the general feeìing of
fatigue. The group menbers repeatedly conunented on the absence or presence

of symptoms or evidence of the physical changes, ie. pain. patients stated
that "friends and family often said they looked great". This would
frustrate them because they didn't feel great. All seven patients said that
they initiaììy coul d not believe that this had happened to them, Alt
experienced denial in hospitaì. Two of the patients were struggling for
further explanation as to the cause of the heart attack. Three fanri ly
menbers corûnented that they had noticed changes in the patient's functions
in the past year before the heart attack, eg. general ly more tired, comrnents

about miìd chest pain, need for an afternoon nap. The families described
feeìings of sadness and guilt to see the extreme physicaì changes in their
family nember. llhen the patient got home they realized that they had nuch

more time together. Initially, the patient was not used to staying at home

all day. Two of the wives noticed that the patients became more irritable,
eg. with noise, grandchildren, radio, company,

The emotional changes experienced by both patients and famiiies were an

attenpt for people to begin to deal with the losses and resume a normal life
again. Patients struggled to gâin contro'l over some aspects of their ìife.
As one spouse stated "the ney, awareness of the medicaì probìem seemed to
control our home", One spouse comnented "I've never seen him so depressed.
He didn't want to be around the famiìy when they came over or go out
anywhere." Most of the fanily members said they felt a need to be more

cautious around the patient as not to excite them. They felt particularly
fearful through the ni9ht. It was conmon for a spouse to wake up tl{o to
three tirnes a night to check if her husband was breathing. The fear and the
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uncertain nature of the heart attack definitely seemed to control famiìy
ìife initiaìly after hospital discharge. Ihe need to overprotect and guard
was shared by the family group. All the patients felt their family nembers

were important to their well-being. Maintaining a positíve self image and
an emotional equilibrium as well as continuing satisfactory relationships
with others are important tasks of coping with an illness,

As the group developed, patients and families felt more comfortable in
talking about sone of the feelings around the heart attack, such as their
depression which related to the loss of r{hat could have been and the
uncertain future. Patients initialìy saw the heart attack as threatening to
theìr situation. Tvro patients in particuìar remained quite angry that this
had happened at this point in their life. Most patients and families
believed that they had a heaìthy ìifestyìe and this was a major set back.
Few patients and famiìies were able to nake iong term plans after the heart
attack. This, however, changed as patients began to improve graduaìly. The
mere fact that members attended regularly heìped to reassure then that they
survived another week. Both patients and family members learned that
recovery i s di fferent for each person and that recovery i s a gradual
process.

The uncertainty and fear about the future with regard to work, vacations,
finances and fanily presented a strong co[rnon bond among the members. By

the end of the group sessions with both groups, peopìe were starting to make

plans again and set short tern goals, This was an indícation that they were
starting to move again in their lives thus making further progress towards
recovery fron the MI .

There was a continuous process of re-assessment of the ìife change event as

individuals had time, obtained information and increased their knowìedge,
physical strength and emotional coping abilities.

The on-going need for information and support were essential for both
patient and faniìies foìlowing a heart attack. As an effective medium of
heìp, the group net many of the indÍvidual needs of its members, Based on

the findings, the group experience denonstrated that out-patient prograns
are desireable for the overall care of the patient.
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CHÀPTER YI

c0ilcLusIoil

The findings of this study indicate that patients and families recovering
from a myocardial infarction, experience physicaì and psychological discom-

forts during the recovery phase. The outcomes of the group suggests that
individuals remain concerned about informational and emotional issues during
their recovery, Research suggests that groups have a powerful impact on

producing change in group members. It suggests that a wide range of
educational opportunities should be made accessible to the cardiac patient
and their famiìy to allow for a more satisfactory adjustment to the changes

impl icated by the illness event. The educational support group proved to be

a desireabìe vehicle to educate patients and their famil ies foliowing
hospitalization. The support given and gained heìped to diminish menbers

feelings of isolation and helplessness. The educational group experience

aìlowed patients and fanilies to actively participate in their own ìearning
and recovery. The educative tasks for social work to bring this group of
individuals together with a cormon purpose denonstrate that such a program

is desireable in the overall care of I'lI patients and their family.

l,thile the study was not intended to establish a causal reiationship between

the group intervention and the patient's knowledge behavior and attitude, it
was able to establish the fact that change did occur. Although satisfaction
leveìs were not measured it seems reasonable to assume that patients and

families wouid find greater satisfaction in programs which were conducted in
a non-threatening environment which is learner-centered, Learning is
maxjmized when individuals unique contributions are acknowledged and

re s pec ted,

Aithough rigorous research needs to be done to evaluate such groups, I
bel i eve that educati onal support groups are a posi ti ve force i n the
rehabilitation of cardiac patients and their families.
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P rac ti cum:

I had severaì expectations of my practicum. I wanted to becone familiar
with some of the principles and conditions for helping patients and families
ìearn, gain insight and understanding of some of the adjustment of issues
relating to MI patients and their families, and become faniliar with some of
the components of group fornation to deverop a begínning competence in
lrorking vrith groups. Now, severaì months later, I can safeìy say that I
have achieved these goal s. My Iearning can be summarized in several
categori es:

1. Li terature Revi ew

The literature review helped me to construct the conceptual franework
for the practicun design and to exprore the current state of knowredge
of patient education and the cardiac patíent. Although the literature
review was the most arduous aspect of the practicum, it was valuable and
necessary.

Before I becarne invorved in the practicum, I thought patient education
meant providing the necessary information to the individuar to heìp them
cope with a particuìar health condition. The literature review heìped
ne to understand there are severar appnoaches to providing patient
education' Patient education is about ìearning as much as it is about
teaching, Expìoring some of the current educative models heìped me to
understand more about the conditions that affect aduìt learning.
Sharing ìearning through a group process aìso helps teach people.

The literature suggests that individuals learn at different rates, that
they want to participate in pìanning their own change, and that learners
are the richest source of ìearning. (Rogers 1969, Knowles 1973, Brundage
et. al. i980) The findings of the group experience suggest that
patients and families need some information, but mainly want an
opportunity to talk about how they feeì.
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The educative task for social work is to ìearn more about how people
learn to cope with illness. In a ìearning situation it is important to
concentrate on what we are doing whiìe we are doing it, and make the
changes, the adaptations and affirmations during the process of
evolution. (Schon 1983) An integrated educational approach combined
þrith an eclectic styìe of teaching allows for a better chance of harmony

|'ith the learners thoughts and feelings and maximizes individual
I earni ng.

2. Forming the Group - I learned several lessons in forming the group:

The task in forming the group was to identify some common elements that
wouìd provide a foundation for the group. Earlier in the report I
elaborated on the value of experience. Recognizing the potential
benefít of experience and differences in experience I decided to form
the group on the basis of the patients hospìtal ízation, diagnosis of the
heart attack and the time at home. These conunon features helped forrn
the group' collaboration, negotiation and demonstration of need with
the organizational staff members helped to obtain positive sanctions
during the initial pìanning stages. The efforts and the strategies to
gain support in principìe heìped to resurt in ress frustration in the
ìong term. Staff support and physician approval were noticeable and
valuable during the recruitment phase. A significant advantage in
forming the group vras that hospital staff agreed there was a need for
fol ì ow up foì ì owi ng di scharge, and had a professi onal i nterest i n the
outcome, The pre group activity had one major drawback. lt was
originalìy thought that there would be sufficient amount of referrals
fron Seven Oaks Hospital, By using onìy one community hospitaì, I was
I imited to that particular population, Due to the unpredictabìe nature
of the cardiac condition, and time constraints, it created some minor
problems in the recruitment process.
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I would recommend in the future that groups be made available soon after
the heart attack. various levels of anxiety and depression existed with

all the patients and families. The findings indicated that, post MI

time is not a factor. Patients immediateìy after discharge, and

patients five months after discharge, similarly benefit from an

educati onal support grou p.

3. The P rogram Design

The literature provided little direction and precedent in designing an

out-patient group program. My third educative task was to identify the

educational needs of the group members. I learned about various

community resources in arranging and obtaining materiaìs for the group.

I learned that the Manitoba Heart Foundation and the Canadian Heart

Foundation have nany excellent films and written materials. I spent

some time screening films on smoking and rjsk factors, and ìiving with

the heart attack. There were few quality films on stress and stress

management. I used "Stress, Your Own !.lorst Enemy" with Group 1 and

received mixed feedback. Some peopìe found the film too ìong, while

some peopìe felt the fiìm was outdated. I used a variety of educative

methods through the twelve sessions. The ranking of the various methods

found that menbers identìfied the large group discussion, small group

discussion, straight lecture and the guest speaker to be the most useful

to their ìearning. They ranked in descending order, the relaxation

training, the film and the written material and pamphlets as the least
useful . I discovered that people wanted the opportunity to talk about

how they were feeling rather than obtain more information about the

di sease.

Frequent reference was made to the information in the Heart Talk book.

It was obvious that patients and some families were using the

information regularìy upon discharge. Not alì the patients knew they

could calI the hospital team rnenbers after discharge, ie. with regard to
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finances, diet, physicai activity. The majority of group members had a

very positive experience in hospìtaì and found the information very
useful . fvlost commented that they reviewed it at a later date. People

expressed djfferent perceptions of the teaching prograrn. Some members

expected a classroorn setting, other nembers thought it was teaching with
other patients, and some members thought it was provided by the doctor
onìy. Forty-three percent (3) of the population stated they discussed
relaxation techniques and coping while in hospital. Twenty-nine percent
(2) of the population were actively practicing deep breathìng and

relaxation technjques. None of the family members practiced this
particuiar technique prior to the group. Two coupies did do the home

exercise program together. The educational support group affirms that
the in-patient program can be better utilized if foì low-up happens.

ltg_Grg$ Expglience

The group experience was nost beneficial to my learning about how people

cope after they ì eave hospi taì , I I earned about some of the I i fe
changes people dealt with. Information and support were crutial to the
recovery during a time of change and uncertainty,

Ei ght members was an i deal si ze that al I owed I evel s of trust ând

cohesion to establ ish earìy. The second group with six rnenbers was

smaller and jt was especialìy noticeable if one couple mjssed. I would

recornmend at least ejght to ten members as an ideal group size.

It is unrealistic to expect that a group wiìì deveìop according to your
expectations, your direction and your agenda. Not all members benefited
from the group to the same extent. Peopìe, hovrever, general ly fel t
comfortable with the learning environment. Attendance and participation
vras high in both groups.

Groups couì d have been two hours I ong rather than 90 mi nutes. The

particular composition of people seemed to work. If I were to conduct
the group agai n, I woul d use the same cri teri a and open the group

session in a simiiar way.
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For the evaluation I learned that multiple measures are necessary to
evaluate ìearning. ln retrospect, I likeìy would have looked for a

different scale to measure attitude, Alì group members found the
questionnaires reìatively easy to complete and not time consuming.

During the pre group interview, I feìt I learned more about what kinds
of issues people were having to deal with after they left hospitat.

Giving thought and makìng brief notes after each session heìped me to
see some of the di ffi cul t areas and recogni ze a number of mi ssed

opportunities or things th¿t I could have done differently. I felt I
over-pìanned for the initial meetings. I usually had back-up material,
or a group task and that seemed to help alleviate some of my anxieties
about the group, Initiaììy I felt I needed to be in control and

directive. l,lhile the group was semi-structured, it became more flexible
as peopìe felt more confortable with each other and I was able to learn
more about the individuaì members. Using the individual coÍments and

direct quotations as teaching material, faciìitated ìearning amongst the
group members.

Both groups had an opportunity to meet each other in an informal
evening during session 6 with Group 2. This provided an additional two

months follow-up of the members in Group 1.

There were several unintended outcomes of this practicun experience.
Sone of these related to the general attendance in the group. Most

group rneetings had 100% attendance and participation, All of the group

mernbers in Group l were receptive and able to return two months later to
meet Group 2. one of the most significant improvements noticed was with
one particular coupìe. This couple previously were experiencing many

difficulties with the adjustments, ie. not speaking to each other. The

patient prior to attending Group t had described feelings of depression,
isoìation and poor self-esteem. Upon returning two nonths later, this
coupìe's relationship had improved significantìy. This patient was four
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nonths after his heart attack and his progress renained slower than some

of the other members. I learned that one's attitude and perception is
an important element in how one copes with the situation. This patient
was able to see some of the positive gains fron a stressful event. The

coupì e had bought an exerci se bi ke and were shari ng the physi ca l

activity program together. They were going out for dinners reguiarly to
the various restaurants discussed at one of the group sessions. This
particular patient initiated and maintained regular contact with some of
the other patients in the group. Two patients were conducting their
waìking programs at Garden City Maìì together. Most of the family
members r{ere more optimistic and hopeful about the future. The group

experience had allowed families to feel part of the recovery process.

Three patients had joined the Refit Centre and $,ere attending regutarìy
and two patients were considering appl ication to the Centre. No

re-hospitalization or re-occurrences were reported,

The successful outcome of patient education is influenced by indívidual
attitudes and the amount of emotional support available during this time
of change. The findings of the group study indicate that patients and

fami'l ies experience discomfort fol ìowing discharge from hospitaì. The

out-patient educational support group has benefits to the learning
process in that it provides a continuity of care and helps bridge the
gap from hospital to conmunity. Sociaì support gained and given resu'l ts
through the interaction of the group process. The provision of such a

group can provide a service that allor{s for greater ìearning opportu-
nities for the patient and family coping with a ìife change event.

The practicum was a worthvrhile experience.

knowl edge and ski ì I s necessary to pursue

educati on and group work.

provided me with the

i nterest i n pati ent

It
ny
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Lt rclc ankl es _

STEP THO _ 5 riqre:
t. gend arternat. 

t 
""tn - 2 t'imes per day-

-- -2. tta; i;;-;;;'o'"|".:::, up to tun¡nv and srrarshren doq,n.3' 
"tii iìå"""i':;:':t'l knee strarghc'

i: ïijl.::::.:iiiiåli; låii íl;'il"j;,';i6.ouc co 
"r¿" .n¿ back co mrd,ine.

L,¡rRn m:_sc^t:: by pressfng back of knee fnro bed.b. Side_Iy _ ¿ighren rhlgh Euscles of EoDother one 
"nã do,rr,. - -- '-r, leg and lfft leg upqards auay from

SIEP THREE _ Siccf r
r ñ 

rg_5 cfmes each _ 2 tfn
:. ^d¡se one 

"* fo."".¿ ;:-,::;" 
-.¿.crmes per day.

i Í::: :*J ;;; ;;.:ij: :#."1::Í.::: down, ,hen do o,her a.",. tand on shou lde r
srEp FouR - 5 tir¡es 

make circles çich erboes'

1. supÍne - pervlc reach 
- 2 tlmes per day' 

:

¿- Take al¿q¡¡¿¡. n, 
tlt - contract abdominars and fratten rouer back. j

ïtÏÏ; _ 

;: 
"iT i. 

:i'- ï " 
: :, :: ï: :'; ;':: , : ï.ïï: ï il " 

: : "1', : : ï j 
; : 

*
2. sitting' _ o"'io"-.lt-ItPs' turn ro each sid
sr.p srx 

rouch arrerna.._ià.._"..,0. ::.jï1.:..1r.0.
l. ScandinB _ Side b€nd1ng.
STEP S EVE:.

l. Same

SlEP E IGHT

l. walk doLn one flight of stairs uich rherapist.STEP NINF

i ,ì,:lOt"* - one_haIf knec ben<Js.¿. lJalk doun ruo fligh(s of 
"aoil" ,,rith rherapist,sTDP lEti - A1_I cxcrcis

r. r,,ark up one rrishr ;: :.i;.:"":.; :;:.",;r:::".".."

i
i

I

Seavlce Op"o^¡urylrv Guroa¡¡ct He ¡rrx



APPETDIX B

a8 /06 /8a

CUIDELINES FOR GROUP IJO RK PR.ACTICE

AT SEVEN OAKS GENER,,II- IIOSPITAL

1," IncroductÍon

4.

2.

1.

3.

These guldelfnes rela¿e co cllnlcal r.rork uith groups of
paclents and/or fa¡1l1es.

Ic fs recognized that there are variatfons ln the kind of
groups whfch are conducted, the type of group leadershlp and
the theoretlcal approach of che group .l-eader.

Need idenÊfflcacion, planning and developoenr of a group
should be dlscussed ç¡ith the Dlreccor of the Depart[Ûenr
undertaking the forBaElon of a clfnical group.

Underscanding group process 1s crltfcal and staff \Jorklng
eith groups should be ar¡are of group work llÈeracure and
theory ç'hfch wlll provlde lnforuatlon regarding pre-group
actlvfty, group process, goals and the ÈerElnaËfon process.

2- zof he Grou

All groups should have a clearly deflned purpose or ser of goals
relaced Èo an idencifled need.

Purpose of groups roay be:

I. Infornatlon glvfng to protroce info¡.ned d ec fs foo-uraking.

2, Sklll-buûdlng, for exaople, co¡@unf cy Iffe skflIs and
asserciveness traintng.

3. Physical froproveoent enhanced through !he use of gror.rp
partfclpatlon. For exaEple, exercise group, gross noEor,
sensory lnt eg ra c 1on.

4- Indivldual learning and increased abiliry ro deal wirh
lndlvidual probleo solvin6 through the use of group
Process.

5. ShariRg of coonon concerns, opportunities for eociali¿ation,
group supporÈ, e¡loËlonal catharis ãnd control/dÍrection fromthe leader provi.des an environment !¿hlch is conducive co changc.
The fnCeractfon aEong group oeorbgrs is ål.ned aC enhancing
thls p rocess.

-../2



GROÌ'P I.JORK -2-

3. selectlon and Composition of thc Group

Consfderacfons for esEabLlshmenc of che g,roup should include:

a) crfÈeria for el igfb fl tty.

b) cricerle for selectlon, (e.g. nature of probten, age,
prograrn area).

c) a process for selection .

d) size.

e) ttme llmlted or ongolng.

f) selection of facflltles fncludfng locacfon and resources
required.

g) condlÈions of oeurbershfp, (if applicable), e.g. open or closed.

4, Role of the Leader

4a. Croup Menber Prepara t fon

The group leadeE should be responsible for:

a) ensuring that eåch group nember ís conÈacÈed prior to
the first session and understands the nature of the group,

b) fanilierizing themselves !¡ith the rrembershÍp of the
grouP.

c) lnvolving the group in planning (when appropriate). ¿

d) establishÍng goals wfrh Índividual group oenbers
(when appropriate).

4b. Individual Assessg¡ent

The group leader should have the abÍlÍry to provide:

a) an assessnent of the indivÍdual. This r¿ill be
based on the focus or purpose of the group and
the lndivÍdual's need for this treatrnenr nodalirv.

b) ongoing assessoìent of t.he individual's parcicrO.rron
fn the group should be docunented.

c) on ternfnåtlon from rhe gro¡rp, an evaluetion of che
fndlvldual'e experience should be documented.



CROUP I^JORK - t-

t¿c. Ha_j-of RespolsibiliÈies and Funcr ions of ¿lìc Leadcruirhin rhe GrouF

The group leadér should have the abiliry co:

a) establlsh a contract with the group, i.e.
comprehensi.on of purpose, 

"*p"ãtrcián and goals.

b) estabJ.lsh an atnosphere and Ëone conducive toachievfng group goaÌs.

c) oucline expectatlons for norms of behaviour ofgroup meEbers, e.g. confldentiâIfty,cfne fr:ames fordlscusslon, snoking.

d) nalntaln the group focus.

e) pronote fnteraccional skflls of group æobers.

f) fâcilltate lndtvidual growth within rhe groupexperlence.

g) prevent the developnent of group behavfor ç,hlch Baybe destructfve co individuai grå,rp ,.rU".".
h) uÈrr'ize group process, which may incrude dearing ulthconflicc, resistance, 

"""p.go.aing, ih.ro.".
í) assist che group nenbers in termir¡ating.

4d. Group Assessnent

lhe group leader should have che abiliry to provideassessfnenE of the group,s functionÍng; thls vouldinclude:

a) phases of Èhe group.

b) group process,

c) manifest and latenc group content.

d) fnclusion of the group's evaluatÍon of the extent towhich goals and purposes of the group have been achieved.
e) annual evaluation of the group program with theappropriace Department Direcror(s)]

8/6/84



APPEI¡DIX C

Date Compl eted

Name

Phone #

Address

Physi ci an

Hospital #
PATI ENT INFORÍiIATIOIi :

A) Identlfylng Infor¡atlon

1) Patient name

2) Gender l) maì e
2) fenale 

-3) tilari taì Status l) never married
2) narri ed
3) wi dowed
4) sepa rated/di vorce 

-4) Date of Adflission J_J_
5) Date of Di scharge

6) Lengtå of StEy

7) Age 1) 30 - 4s
21 46-60-
3) 6r - 7s-
41 76+

8) Education - Grades Completed

l) 0 - 6
21 6-12
3) Post-Secondary 

-
4) other

9 ) Occupati on

l1) Language Barrier 1) yes
2) no 

-12) Living Arrangernent a) bungalow
b) 2 storey honn
c) apt. with stairs only
d) apt.with elevator and stalrs 

-
e) other



Date Compl eted:

Name:

B) Support Person

l) t{ho is identified as the primary support person?

a) spouse

d) all of the above
e) sonre as the above
f) none of the above

4) Age of support person?

l)30-4s
2) 4s - 60
3) 6r-75
41 7a+

5) l{as your support person involyed
program? (eg. met with dietecian,

written nateri al . )l) yes
2) no 

-

b) son/daughter- i n-l aw
c) daughter/son- i n- I aw
d) sibling

'e) grandch i I d
f) other rel ati ve
g) friend or nei ghbor
h) other
i) rni ssi ng data

2) tlhere is your support person located on discharge?

a) sarne house
b) sane area or conmuni ty
c) same ci ty
d) sane provi nce
e) outside provi nce
f) nissing data

3) How would you describe this support?

a) physlcal support (assists with physical tasks such as meals, cleaning,
etc. )

b) social support (provides soclal contacts, participates in social
actiyities such as clubs and churôh groups)

c) emotional support (person you can share your thoughti añã-ieetings
with)

in the in-patient cardiac teaching
social work and/or 6f,f¡¿¡s, read tñe

3) If nõl-wFy?

6) llas their lnvolvement helpful to your learnlng?

1) yes
2lno-
3) If nõ,-w-hy?



Date Compl eted:

Name:

c) Pttlent Educrtlon Infonatlon

1) Certain factors have been identified Hhich can increase your risk of
having a heart ôttack. The foììowing is a list of these risk factors.
Pleasã check your Risk factors at this time.

Not Changeabl e

l) Family Hi story
2) Being llal e
3) Di abeti es

Changeab l e

I ) Snok i ng
2) High Blood P ressure
3) 0verrei ght
4) Diet high in satured fat
5) Lack of exerci se
6) Stress at hoûe
7) Stress at work

2) At this yery moment, what do you think and feel about your situation?

3) l{hich of the folloring areas do you feel you may need further
infoñnation, discussion or di recti on:

a) Reactions to being an in-patient
b) Reactions to the return home
c) Signs and synptoms
d) Impact of the heart attack on the

patient, family antl yoÌ* situation
e) stress management
f) Smoking habits
g) Dletary habits
h) Impact of the disease on individuaì

I ifestyle and future goals
i ) other
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¡ûÉ Þ..P l. h¿v. ¡.d.
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áPPEXDIX E

TCOROX'IRY HEÄNT DIS€ASE TEACHTXG EYILUAÍIOX FOR'I

I¡U¡rc of yoür Dl serse

Choose the statenent which you feel to be true:

l) The darnage in a heart attack is due to:

a) too nuch fat in the blood
b) too little blood in the heart muscìe

. c) too littìe blood into the heart chambers
d) no heart damage, only damage is a clot

in a bl ood vessel

2l The heaìing of the heart folloning a heart attack is:

a) never complete, leaving a 'soft spot'
b) totatìy compìete, leaving no trace of damage

c) leaves a scar
d) an infìamed sac around the heart

3) The length of tíne for the heart to heal after a heart attack is:

a) one week
b) two to four weeks
c) two to three months
d) three to six months

Pluslcål Acti'lÞ 
True rFatse

Mark 'X' if you think the answer is true or false. 
I

1) After a heart attack one should stay at bedrest for two to 
I

three Heeks. __J _
2) If one gradually increases his physicaì activity over the six I

months or so folloring a heart attack, he can obtain and nay 
I

eyen surpôss his prevlous degree of physical fitness. 
-J 

-3) It is lmportant for the healfng process of the heart to -Ï
gradually increase physical actiylties. __l_

IDfet 
I

t) High blood cholesterol signals a proneness to heart attack. I--_1-
2) Patients who develop heart attacks tend to be overYeight 

-t 
-3) Losing welght ls relatlvely easy. 

n-

4¡ /Oon+rro ^0,-"-. Ro'.r,R.tt-, S-o-zi û. c-"r,ò SÀ,^,. k lAl.*-*ì^r¿ âu e{.. ++,,,"-
å rn¿s-tr o y, çr.x- $-. p ost _ rn\ôcÈes rr+à Ì¡ (aq.1_,-or.Þ+tr_,Jrr+. /

R* r+¡¡ r-' Èìlo ku rrá oc .ts-C / gZ(
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Srllng

l) If you have been a long-tlme smoker quitting now won't be
much hel p.

2) Smoking causes your blood vesseìs to temporarily become
smaller. This makes the heart work harder to pump the
bìood and therefore, your blood pressure can go up.

Psychoìogical Factors

In general , persons who develop a heart attack:

1) llork several hours 'overtime' andlor take their trork home
wi th them.

Never say 'no' to others.

Don't take time to relax.

Take their work and ìife in general very seriousìy.

lledicrtions

l) If chest pain shouìd re-occur after hospitaì discharge
you should try a nitroglycerine tabìet (under your tongue).

2) If the chest pain lasts ìonger than 15 minutes and does
not respond to three nitroglycerin at 5 minute interyôls
you should notify your doctor or go to the nearest energency
room.

Retüril to hæ ¡nd rolt
1) The first 2 to 3 days after hospital discharge will bp

surprisingìy joyous and trouble free,

2) Your family rnembers will be on their best behavior over
the first fey weeks after your discharge.

Your faniìy rill be overprotective of you.

Someone should always be in the house with you during
your first 2-3 months àt home,

Your fanily have had to cope nith many stresses during your
hospi tal izati on,

Fal se

6

2t

3)

4)

3)

4)

5)



APPEI¡DIX F

EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT GROUP EVALUATION

Con ten t:

f) l.las the information given usefuì to you?

I ) Yes

2 ) No

3) Not certai n _
?.) l,fhat did you find nost helpful to your own situation?

l)

?)

3)

3) what did you not find helpful?

l)

2l

3)

¡1) To lrhat degree did the group contribute to your learning about how the heart
attack has impacted on your day to day living?

I ) G reatlY
2 ) Some

3) Not Much
4) Not At Aìì

5) which rethods did you find useful to your ìearning?
Rank your preference (l - most usefuì;8 - least usefuì )

I ) strai ght I ecture
2) guest spe¿k er
3 ) smaì I group di scussions
4) ì arge group discussion
5) fi lm
6) rel axati on training _
7 ) pamphl ets ( readi ng materi aì )

8) other (or additional coÍments
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Leader:

t) tJas the ìeader organized and prepared?

l) Always
2 ) Usuaì lY
3) Someti mes

4 ) Never

2l Did the ìeader help the group members get involved and participate?

Yes
No

Sometimes _
3) I,lhat did you find helpful?

r)

2l

3)

4) Hhat did you not find helpful?

l)

2l

3)

5) Did the ìeader give feedback and appropriateìy deaì with questions and
concerns?

I ) Aìways
2) To Some E xten t
3) 0ccasionaìly
4) Sel dom

5 ) Never
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Your Own Learning:

i) l,lhat was the most significant 'ìearning for you?

1)

2l

3)

2l t{as the group heìpful to you in
difficulties you may have had?

l) not at alì
2) some of the time
3) most of the time 

-4) a great heì p

5 ) not appì i cabl e

any way with working through any
Pl ease rate hor heì pfu l ?

3) Do you feeì these groups shouìd be continued on a reguìar bàsis for heart
attack patients and their support persons?

Yes
No

Not Certai n

Expì ai n

4) If such a group were to be organized again. what changes would you suggest?
Pl ease corment.

CoÍments:

l) number of meeti ngs

2) (time) length of meetings
3) size of group
4) ì eader
5) ì ocati on

6) any other changes

5) ltas there anything you would have liked to discuss that was not covered in
the group meeti ngs.
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6) Has the group, in any way, contributed to any changes in your lifestyìe orattitude after your experience with the heart attaãk.

YES

NO

NOT CTRTAIN 

-7l If yes, can you describe what has changed?

8) Do you have other suggestions or conments?
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APPE}IDIX G

Date Conpl eted:

Name:

Support Person

1l Have you been involved in the in-patient cardi ac teaching program?

nÇ-wh-y?

2) ,qt this very moment, what do you think and feer about your situation?

l) yes
2l no

.3) rf

3) llhich of the fotlowing areas do you feeì you nay need further
inforfiation, di scussi òn or direciion?

a) Reactions to the return hore
b) Reactions to being an in-patient
cl Signs and symptons
d) Impact of the heart attack on thepôtient, famiìy and wor* sÍtuation
e) Stress management
f) Smoking habits
g) 0ietary Habi ts
h) Impact of the disease on individual
.. lifestyle and future goals
i ) other

4) Please indicate the rísk.f¿ctors which apply to your ,,partner,, at thistime: l'¡ot changeabìe: l) Family history
2) Being mat e
3) Di abetes

Changeable: 1) Smok i ng
2) High blood pressure
3) Ovenvel ght
4) Diet high in saturated fat
5) Lack of exercf se
6) Stress at home
7 ) Stress at work



2l In'general , hon would you sqy you feel most of the tine, in good spirits or
in Ion spirits: (check one)

I am usuaìly in good spirits.
I am in good spirits some of the time and in low spirts some of the
tine.

APPETDIX H

*
CORIIELL PER$[Á¡. ADJUSruEIT

Satisfaction uith Li fe

f) All in aì|, how much happiness would you say you find in life today?

Almost none.
Some, but not Yery ruch.
A good deal .

I an usually in low spirits.

3) 0n the nhole, how satisfied would you sqy you are witì your rqy of life
tod{Y?

Very sati sfied.
Fairly sati sfied.
l'¡ot very sati sf ied.
Not very satisfied at all.

0ejectl on

4. How often do you get the feellng that your life today is not very useful?
(check one)

0ften.

- 

Sometines
Hardly ever.

5. How often do you find yourself feeling "blue"? (check one)

0ften.
Sonetimes.
Hardly ever.

6. How often do you get upset by the things that happen in your day-to-day
I i ving? fcheck one)

0ften.
Sometimes.

- 

Hardìy ever,

# t.l r Tho.-,{,to-¡, G. c S;*-e,e c,N¡ìS.k.'sn
do..r,r+e- o! 6<vo,.t-ol=,1 ttUo ¡5-r¡6t
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Hopel es s ness

7l These days.I find myself giving up hope of trying to improve myself.
(check one)

yes .

- 

l'¡o.

_ Undeci ded.

8) Alnost eyerything these days is a racket, (check one)

yes.

- 

No.
Undeci ded.

9) How nuclr.{g you plan ahead the things that you will be dolng next week or
the week after? (check only one)

I nake ma4y pl ans.
I make a fen pìans.
I make almost no plans.
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þp"^o,r 1
Tuoinß ln to Opt¡mism

rÐx tr: TESTYOUR POSITIVE TIIINKING
To find out how po.sitive ¡ou are,

answer these l l questions as honestly as

possible, using thisroring s¡sæm: Give

¡ourclf a 5 if ¡our aruwer is Alwa¡s or
Almost Alwa¡s:4 if it's Usually; 3 for
Somerimes:2lor Rarely; I for Never-

l. When the uoexpected forces ¡ou
to chanç your plans, are ¡,ou quick to
spot a hidden advantaç in this new
situation?

t234J
2- When ¡ou catch a stranger star-

ing at ¡ou, do you conclude it's beceuse

he or she finds ¡ou attáctive?
t2t45

3. Do you like rDost of the p€ûple

tou meÊt?

t2t45
4. When )ou th¡nl about next 

'e¡¡,do ¡ou tend to thin-t ¡oull be bener off
then than ycñe¡e now?

t234t
5. Do ¡ou ofæn stop o admire rhings

of Þaury?
r2)45

6. When someor¡e finds fault with

)Ðu or something Fu've done, car 1ou
tell the di.fference betweeo usrful c¡iti
cism rnd "sour gnpes," which is better
off ignored?

r234t
7. Do you pcaise pur spousc./best

friend/lover more olter¡ than ¡ou criti-
cize him or her?

It345
8. Do ¡ou beliert the huma¡ r¿ct

will survive into tlre tc,rr¡tffirst cenrury?
t214t

9. Are you surprised when ¡ friend

lets ¡ou down?
r2345

10. Do ¡ou thint of ¡oursell as

happy?

t2345
I l. lf a policeman stopped you for

speeling when ¡ou were quite ceruin

¡ou aæcøi, uould ¡ou firmly argue ¡our
c?se and even tak€ it to coun to prove

¡ou were right?
12345

12- Do ¡ou feel comfonable mal-
ing ¡oursell the butt of ¡our own þles?

1234J
13. Do ¡.ou believe ¡hat, ovenll,

¡our stat€ ol mind has had a positive

effect on ¡our phpical hea.lth?

t2345
I{- If you made a list of }our ten

favorite people, would ¡ou be on it?
r2345

15. When ¡ou thinl bacl over the
p€st fee/ rr]ontlu, do ]ou tend to remem-

ber ¡ou¡ linle successes before ¡our set-

becls and feilures?
t2345 r,

Scoring
lI ¡ou rored ó) or over, consider

¡ourself e "superstar " - someorr whose

optimism is a powerluJ, heding force.
óGó5: Excellént -¡ou're a Benu-

ine poitive thinler.
55-ó0: G,ood - you're a positive

th inler - sometimes.
5G55: fzir-¡our poitive side and

)€ur n€Sative side are about evenly
matched.

J0 end below: Do ¡ou see any con-
sistent negrti'æ panerns? Where could
pu improre?

€o,-,<--. ?coi^r. ¡¡. uþ:: Fta¡!. ÉrND \.\ggj{þS ffo¿q\.P.^-s< thc.
t^ s É\ (116



APPEI¡DIX J

SEVEN OAKS CENERÂL HOSPITÁL

AI'DIO-TAPE RELEASE

I hereby ¿uthorfze Seven Oaks General HosptÈal

Èoaudlo-cåpeF

at Seven Oaks General Bospltal, 2300 Mcphflltps

SÈreeÈ for uae fn teâchfng.

llhlle Èhe fnforEåtfon obÈalned r¿lll be lneorporated

l-nÈo a reporc, I rñderaÈánd I ¡¡fll not be personally

fdeatlfled ln the report'.

For reasons of conffdentfalfty, the audfo-cassette

tapes s111 be destroyed subsequent to the acceptancl

of Èhe prå.ctlcu[ report for purposes of graduatfon

froE the Universlty of Manltoba,s Èlascer of Socfal

Work Prograro.

(I.Il tness) (Sfgnature)

(Add ress )

( Da t ej---



REFERRAL I'ID SELECIIOII

I ) Intensi ve Care

Z'l De cea s ed

3) By-Pass Su rgery

Not
sel ec te

4 ) Languðge Barri er

5) Reinfarction

Not Interested
Unabìe to Atten

4

6 ) Other: (Not "Grouo
Person", Rhyslclan'
Su ggesti on; Da ted
ruch lnfo; patient
on UAC )

L

7l Eì isibìe

Interested/
Unable to Atten,

TOTAL

APPENDIX K

I

I n te res ted,
Attended

3

3

6

2

TOTAL

4 (r7zl

1

2 (8%l

4

3 (12.5%)

3 (12.5C)

7

r (42)

7

4 (17%\

7

7 (29X1

N=24 /100x


